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ABSTRACT
EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND DEBUGGING
MAY 2016
CHARLES M. CURTSINGER
B.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Emery D. Berger
Performance is once again a first-class concern. Developers can no longer wait for the next gen-
eration of processors to automatically “optimize” their software. Unfortunately, existing techniques
for performance analysis and debugging cannot cope with complex modern hardware, concurrent
software, or latency-sensitive software services.
While processor speeds have remained constant, increasing transistor counts have allowed
architects to increase processor complexity. This complexity often improves performance, but the
benefits can be brittle; small changes to a program’s code, inputs, or execution environment can
dramatically change performance, resulting in unpredictable performance in deployed software and
complicating performance evaluation and debugging. Developers seeking to improve performance
must resort to manual performance tuning for large performance gains. Software profilers are
meant to guide developers to important code, but conventional profilers do not produce actionable
information for concurrent applications. These profilers report where a program spends its time,
not where optimizations will yield performance improvements. Furthermore, latency is a critical
measure of performance for software services and interactive applications, but conventional profilers
measure only throughput. Many performance issues appear only when a system is under high load,
vi
but generating this load in development is often impossible. Developers need to identify and mitigate
scalability issues before deploying software, but existing tools offer developers little or no assistance.
In this dissertation, I introduce an empirically-driven approach to performance analysis and
debugging. I present three systems for performance analysis and debugging. STABILIZER mitigates
the performance variability that is inherent in modern processors, enabling both predictable perfor-
mance in deployment and statistically sound performance evaluation. COZ conducts performance
experiments using virtual speedups to create the effect of an optimization in a running application.
This approach accurately predicts the effect of hypothetical optimizations, guiding developers to
code where optimizations will have the largest effect. AMP allows developers to evaluate system
scalability using load amplification to create the effect of high load in a testing environment. In
combination, AMP and COZ allow developers to pinpoint code where manual optimizations will
improve the scalability of their software.
vii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Developers can no longer count on increasing processor speed to automatically “optimize” their
programs; performance must be a first-class concern. Unfortunately, the tools and practices supporting
software performance have been neglected during decades of exponential growth in processor
performance. During the last three decades, we have moved from a model of batch execution on
relatively simple processors to massively-parallel software services running on processors with
billions of components. These changes make it nearly impossible to reliably measure, predict, and
debug performance using techniques from the 1980s and earlier. In this dissertation, I introduce
three novel software performance tools that enable reliable performance measurement, effective
performance debugging, and accurate performance prediction.
1.1 Performance Measurement.
Clock speed is an important factor in determining a processor’s performance, but it is by no
means the only one. The speed of memory accesses has not kept pace with clock speed increases,
so processors now rely on complex heuristics like caching and prefetching to hide the latency of
memory accesses. When these heuristics work well, processors run orders of magnitude faster than
they would without them. However, caches are have undesirable edge cases that lead to significant
performance degradations. Tiny changes in the placement of a program’s code or data in memory
can have catastrophic effects on performance. This makes it particularly difficult to compare the
performance of two versions of a program. Programs with different algorithms almost certainly have
different layouts as well; if one version runs faster than the other, is the root cause the new algorithm
or the layout change? The confounding effect of program layout can lead developers to make poor
decisions during performance evaluation, but can also lead to unpredictable performance of deployed
software.
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1.2 Performance Profiling.
Processor clock speeds have remained relatively constant for the last ten years. While larger
caches and improvements in processor design still help improve the performance of new processors,
the year-over-year improvements are small. As a result, developers must now resort to manual
performance tuning to improve the performance of their code. Software profilers are designed to
help developers decide where to focus during manual performance tuning. Unfortunately, existing
profilers do not provide actionable information for concurrent programs; they only report where
programs spend their time, not where performance improvements would reduce end-to-end runtime
or latency in a parallel program. This leads developers to pursue manual optimizations with little or
no potential payoff.
1.3 Performance Prediction.
The era of batch computation is long gone; instead, computational workloads are now dominated
by service-oriented software. These services must scale to thousands or millions of concurrent
requests while remaining responsive, or they can bring down an entire network of applications.
This makes performance testing particularly critical. However, generating sufficient load in testing
infrastructure is often impractical or impossible, and existing performance analysis and debugging
techniques do not help developers identify code that limits scalability. Developers are left with
only one option: deploy software with inadequate performance testing. When performance bugs
inevitably appear in production, developers have no means to reproduce and investigate these bugs in
the development environment.
1.4 Contributions
This dissertation presents three systems that support a new approach to performance analysis
and debugging. Collectively, these systems enable reliable performance measurement, effective
performance debugging, and accurate performance prediction.
1.4.1 STABILIZER: Predictable and Analyzable Performance
Developers use performance measurements to decide whether a code change has unacceptable
performance overhead, or whether an optimization significantly improves performance. However,
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standard performance evaluation strategies are measuring more than just the effect of the code
change; any change to a program’s code also changes its layout, which can have a large effect on
performance that obscures the real cost or benefit of code changes. Repeated executions of the
program do not control for the performance effect of layout; every run executes with the same
memory layout, so layout changes produce a consistent bias in experimental results. This dissertation
presents STABILIZER, a system that controls for the effect of memory layout using randomization,
and presents an representative performance evaluation of compiler optimizations performed with
STABILIZER and sound statistical methods.
1.4.2 COZ: Finding Code that Counts with Causal Profiling
Developers need to know which parts of an application are important for performance; they use
this information to select code for manual performance tuning, or to determine which code should be
left undisturbed when adding new features that could impose runtime overhead. To find performance-
critical code, developers must consider all dependencies and sources of contention between an
application’s concurrently-executing tasks. Existing tools for identifying performance critical code,
software profilers, produce misleading results because they do not consider the complex interactions
between tasks in concurrent programs. Existing software profilers, which typically measure the
amount of time spent executing each of a program’s functions, fail to answer developers’ primary
question: where will optimizations have the largest effect on program performance? This dissertation
presents causal profiling, a novel profiling technique that simulates the effect of optimizations to
specific code fragments to empirically establish the potential benefit of a real optimization. Using
COZ, a prototype causal profiler, I identify optimization opportunities in Memcached, SQLite, and
the PARSEC benchmarks that lead to program speedups as large as 68%, and show that the effects of
these optimizations match COZ’s predictions.
1.4.3 AMP: Scalability Prediction and Guidance with Load Amplification
The growth in high performance software services poses a problem for performance evaluation
and debugging. These systems are designed to handle enormous load—significantly more load than
can be generated on a single test machine. Developers have no means to test these systems under
realistic loads before deployment. As a result, performance issues may lie dormant in an application
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until it is deployed. This dissertation presents AMP, a system that simulates the effect of higher
load in a running program with load amplification, and directly measures the system performance
under the simulated load. In combination with COZ, AMP can be used to precisely locate code where
optimizations will improve performance when the system is under load.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
While processor designs and software architectures have changed dramatically since the 1980s,
the key ideas in software performance are at least this old. This chapter introduces the basics of
software and hardware pre-1990 and the techniques for performance analysis and debugging from
this area, which largely remain in use today.
2.1 Software pre–1990
Before the era of personal computers, the vast majority of programs were run a batch jobs, where
end-to-end runtime was all that mattered. On early computers, batch jobs executed in isolation with
near-complete control over a machine and all of its resources. As computers grew in computational
power, multi-user systems became common; these machines maintained the illusion of exclusive
control of all resources, but hardware resources were actually multiplexed over all users’ jobs to
execute many independent tasks in parallel. This usage model continued through the 1980s on
minicomputers, which displaced large mainframes.
2.1.1 The Batch Execution Model
Batch jobs lend themselves to a simple model of performance; because each job must complete
before the next can be run, runtime is additive. If a system has three jobs to execute, saving a minute
on any of the three jobs would shorten the total runtime by one minute. It does not matter where this
saved minute comes from, the effect is the same.
In the multi-user model, different users can execute batch jobs concurrently. While multi-user
machines share the resources of a single machine between many concurrently executing tasks, these
tasks were almost entirely independent. Communication between different users’ computations
were rare or impossible, depending on the hardware and operating system. As a result, batch jobs
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executed by one user resemble batch jobs executed in isolation on a less-powerful machine. The
simple performance model for a single-user machine remains useful for multi-user machines as well.
2.1.2 Interactive Computation
While batch computation dominated on high performance machines, an alternative model—
interactive computation—was growing in use, especially on personal computers. Rather than
churning on data until a result is available, interactive applications perform computation in response
to user inputs that occur during normal execution rather than just at the beginning. A spreadsheet
application from this era would be considered an interactive application, but its computational model
is remarkable similar to batch computation. The program runs in an event loop, which repeatedly
checks for user input. Once a user has updated a cell or formula the program initiates a recalculation
(effectively a batch computation). The program will not respond to any additional inputs until after
the recalculation is complete and the program can resume executing the event loop. To improve the
responsiveness of a spreadsheet application a developer simply needs to reduce the execution time of
the recalculation, which is effectively a batch computation run in response to user input.
2.2 Hardware pre-1990
The additive property of software runtimes extended to the hardware level as well. Programs are
composed of instructions, which a processor must execute in order. Executing an instruction requires
several steps:
1. fetch the instruction from the computer’s main memory;
2. decode the instruction from its in-memory representation;
3. collect the instruction’s inputs from memory and registers, a limited set of locations used to
store values that will be needed quickly;
4. perform the operation specified by the instruction; and finally,
5. place the result(s) of the instruction in registers or memory.
Early processors performed each operation in sequence for one instruction before moving on to the
next one. While the execution times of some steps in instruction execution could vary, the time to
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run a single instruction from start to finish was often tied to a clock with a period long enough to
allow any instruction to complete in the allotted time.
By the 1970s, many computers used pipelined execution to increase instruction throughput.
Rather than performing all of the steps in instruction execution for a single instruction before moving
on to the next instruction, a pipelined processor executes multiple instructions concurrently in stages.
At any given point, a pipelined processor can be fetching one instruction, decoding another, collecting
inputs for a third, and so on. The net effect of this change is improved performance, but the time
required to execute a single instruction is just as predictable as in the non-pipelined model.
2.2.1 Performance Variability
Software performance was not entirely consistent; one early source of performance variability in
early computers was in memory accesses. Many computers used inexpensive rotating drum memory;
the storage was spread across a two dimensional area wrapped around a cylinder with a reading
head spanning the length of the cylinder. An entire row of memory (the length of the cylinder)
could be read at once, but reading along the circumference would require rotating the drum until
the desired row was under the read head. The time required to load from drum memory depends on
the distance between the current head location and the target column. A common practice among
programmers seeking to optimize programs was to carefully plan memory use so the drum would
already be rotated into place when a row of memory was needed. This level of control allowed
careful developers to eliminate a source of unpredictability in performance through careful design
and a deep understanding of the underlying hardware.
While rotating drum memory was largely displaced by core memory (which has no moving parts)
by 1960, this view of hardware performance as a predictable outcome applied equally well to newer
memory systems and processors designs until the 1990s. As a result, much of the work on measuring
and improving performance is built on two core assumptions:
1. A program interacts with hardware in predictable, controllable ways, and
2. runtime is additive. In other words, a program’s total runtime is the sum over the execution
time of all its parts.
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While reasonable at the time, these assumptions no longer hold; interactions between complex
hardware components make performance virtually impossible to predict. Despite this fact, the
practices in software performance engineering developed during this era remain in use today.
2.3 Measuring Performance
Measuring the performance of a program seems like a straightforward process; start a timer, run
the program, then stop the timer. There are, of course, additional details that must be addressed:
1. How should time be measured to ensure the most accurate measurement?
2. What operations could the system perform that may distort the program’s runtime, and how
can these be disabled or accounted for?
3. What inputs should the program be given?
Answers to these questions are largely system- and program-dependent, but coming up with answers
is not especially challenging. Some care was required to time the program accurately, but the majority
of the effort in evaluating a program’s performance went toward choosing representative inputs. If
real inputs to a program exercise parts of the code that are not used during performance evaluation,
developers may miss important opportunities to improve performance. Producing representative
inputs requires collecting program inputs that will result in the same parts of the program running for
approximately the same time as under real workloads.
Evaluating the performance of application-independent systems such as a new processor archi-
tecture, operating system, or runtime library adds one dimension of complexity to performance
evaluation. These systems impact the performance of different programs in different ways, so which
programs should be run to test the system’s performance? There have been efforts to address this
issue with the development of standard benchmark suites, although the selection of programs, inputs,
and performance measures for benchmark suites can be controversial [69, 31]. Debates over which
benchmark applications should be included, the inputs used to drive these applications, and the
type of mean used to summarize results were and are still common. However, the implications for
developers were minimal; given an application and representative inputs, developers could easily
evaluate the performance of a new processor, operating system, or version of the application.
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2.4 Improving Performance
There are both automatic and manual techniques for improving software performance. Automatic
performance improvements largely come from compiler optimizations, which transform the structure
of a program while maintaining semantic equivalence to the original program. Developers can
manually improve a program’s performance by changing algorithms and data structures, the input
and output formats, and other high-level design decisions that require application-specific knowledge.
Manual performance improvements require significant developer effort, so they often rely on software
profilers to identify code that is important enough to justify manual effort. This section introduces the
basic methods of automatic performance improvements with compiler optimizations, the mechanisms
used by software profilers, and how software profiles are interpreted.
2.4.1 Compilation
Compilers are responsible for transforming code in a high level language to instructions the
processor can execute. This process contains three major steps:
1. Translation to intermediate representation (IR). In this phase of compilation, often called
the “front-end,” high level syntax is parsed and transformed to an intermediate representation.
This intermediate representation is designed to be amenable to analysis, transformation, and
generation of the final machine code. While important, this step typically does not impact the
performance of the final executable file.
2. Analysis and transformation. Once a program has been translated to IR, the compiler ana-
lyzes the IR and applies transformations to improve the performance of the final executable.
These transformations fall under the general category of “optimizations,” although the result
is not necessarily optimal. This phase is sometimes referred to as the “middle-end” of the
compiler.
3. Code generation. Once the compiler has completed transformations, the “back-end” is re-
sponsible for translating IR to machine-executable code. Two major components of this phase
include register allocation, which assigns program variables in the IR to registers, a limited set
of “variables” available on a processor; and instruction selection, the process of determining
exactly which hardware instruction(s) should be used to to carry out an operation or sequence
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of operations in the program’s intermediate representation. Strategies for register allocation,
instruction selection, and other aspects of code generation play an important role in program
performance.
2.4.1.1 Compiler Optimizations
Transformations to a program’s intermediate representation and strategies for code generation
can have a significant impact on the program’s performance. However, these strategies are ultimately
just heuristics tailored to specific properties of a target processor architecture. While the details of
many optimizations are highly technical or processor-dependent, many optimizations are common to
most processors. Optimizations are generally organized into levels, where selecting a level enables
an entire group of optimizations. Compilers generally use the command line flag -O to specify
the optimization level. The -O0 flag enables only the most basic strategies for code generation,
-O1 enables only a few simple transformations, -O2 (usually the default) applies a standard suite
optimizations, and -O3 applies “advanced” optimizations that are often computationally expensive or
deemed experimental. Some compilers include additional levels of optimization such as -O4, which
runs the program to collect dynamic information which is then used to guide transformations, and
-Os, which targets a smaller executable by enabling only the transformations that do not increase
executable size. The gcc compiler generously accepts optimization levels of five and above, but
the effect is the same as passing in the -O4 option. This subsection briefly introduces a few of
these optimizations to give a sense of what a compiler can and cannot do to improve performance
automatically.
2.4.1.1.1 Constant Folding & Propagation. Compilers often use an intermediate representation
in what is called single static assignment (SSA) form. In this form, variables are assigned at their
declarations, and cannot be re-assigned. This simplifies the task of determining the set of possible
values for a variable at any given point. The value may be a constant, the result of some other
instruction, or a load from memory. Constant folding locates operations that are always given
constant values as inputs and replaces the operation with its result. This eliminates an instruction
from the IR—and most likely a machine instruction as well—and creates a new constant value that
could potentially be used in another round of constant folding. Constant propagation complements
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this transformation by replacing variables that are known to contain constant values with the constant
itself, enabling further folding and propagation.
2.4.1.1.2 Common Subexpression Elimination. The aptly named “common subexpression
elimination” optimization identifies and eliminates repeated calculations of the same value. By
computing an intermediate result and storing it in an IR variable, multiple operations that use this
value can share the result rather than recomputing it. Unlike constant folding and propagation, this
transformation is suitable for values that are unknown at compile time such as program inputs, values
loaded from memory, or values that depend on computations that use unknown values.
2.4.1.1.3 Function Inlining. Function inlining takes calls from one function (the caller) to an-
other (the callee), and replaces the function call by embedding the body of the callee function
directly in the caller. This eliminates the modest overhead of making a function call, but the value
in function inlining is largely in enabling other optimizations. If a function is called with constants
as arguments, inlining the function allows constant folding and propagation to cross the function
boundary, effectively specializing the inlined function for this callsite.
2.4.1.1.4 Loop Unrolling. Many program optimizations target loops, which necessarily make up
a significant portion of a program’s execution. A program with two billion instructions, a very large
number even for complex software such as an operating system, would run for just one second on a
2GHz processor if it did not contain loops.
Loops are implemented using conditional branches in both IR and machine code; these languages
do not have high-level control constructs like if statements or while loops. Before each iteration
of a loop, the program executes a conditional branch, which jumps to a specific program point only if
some value meets a condition (e.g. “jump to LABEL if x is less than 10”). The performance cost of a
single conditional branch is very small, but loops that run for thousands of iterations will execute
thousands of conditional branches. Loop unrolling takes the body of the loop and replaces it with a
new body that executes multiple iterations in sequence, dividing the number of conditional branches
by some constant. One goal of loop unrolling is to fit the loop body into a single cache line, the size
of a block of memory kept in fast on-chip cache memory (see Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion
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of caches). Given this upper limit, most compilers unroll loops so each new iteration will execute
between two and eight iterations of the original loop.
2.4.1.1.5 Strength Reduction. Strength reduction identifies special cases of expensive operations—
often multiplication or division—and translates them into less-expensive operations. For example, a
processor can multiply an integer by two by simply adding a zero to the right side of the number in
binary representation; this is the same as multiplying a decimal number by ten by simply adding a
zero. This operation, called a left shift, is much less expensive than full multiplication but achieves
the same result.
The specifics of strength reduction are often processor-dependent. As an example, the x86
architecture includes the lea instruction, which multiplies one value by a constant, then adds the
result to another value. This instruction was originally meant for computing the address of elements
in an array, but works equally well for computation; in many versions of the x86 architecture, the
time to execute an lea instruction is less than the time required to multiply a value by a constant
and complete an add instruction [1].
2.4.2 Software Profilers
Once the benefit of compiler optimizations has been exhausted, developers are left to manually
change code in the hope of improving performance. These changes often require higher-level
decisions such as which algorithm to use, how to design a file for quick access, and other application-
specific factors that cannot be managed automatically. These changes are often invasive, requiring
significant intellectual and implementation effort; it is infeasible for developers to try changing every
piece of a large system, so they rely on software profilers to identify important code. Conventional
profilers are generally implemented using instrumentation, sampling, or a combination of both.
2.4.2.1 Instrumentation-based Profilers
Instrumentation-based profilers monitor a program’s execution by inserting tracking code using
the compiler. When the program is run, this monitoring code records the behavior of the program
and the time between events. The collected information often includes the time required to execute
a function and the number of times it was called. One issue with instrumentation-based profilers
is probe effect; the time to execute tracking code distorts the program’s runtime. If probe effect is
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particularly large, the profiler ends up measuring performance characteristics of the instrumentation
rather than the original program. As a result, virtually no profilers use instrumentation exclusively,
and many do not use it at all.
2.4.2.2 Sampling-based Profilers
Rather than instrumenting a program and monitoring every step of its execution, sampling-based
or statistical profilers periodically pause a running program and record its state. Each time a sampling
profiler pauses the program, it determines which function is currently executing. The number of
samples in a particular function is approximately equal to the fraction of program runtime spent in
that function. Sampling profilers can also examine the program’s call stack to break down time spent
in a function based on where it was called from. While sampling profilers necessarily admit some
amount of error, they are generally more accurate than instrumentation-based profilers because they
have very little probe effect. Unfortunately, there is no reliable way to count invocations of a function
using this type of sampling, only the time spent in a particular function.
2.4.2.3 Hybrid Profilers
Hybrid profilers use sampling to collect as much information as possible, while relying on
instrumentation to gather information that cannot be measured using sampling. The canonical
example is gprof, which uses sampling to measure time spent in each function but also inserts
instrumentation to count invocations of each caller–callee pair [33]. This additional information is
used to construct a call graph, which shows the number of times each function was called from each
callsite, and how long these invocations took on average. By tracking execution time with sampling,
gprof has much lower overhead than it would be if timer code was included in the instrumentation.
2.4.2.4 Interpreting a Software Profile
Profilers typically measure two quantities: the amount of time spent in a particular function, and
the number of times that fragment was executed. When every piece of a program is run in sequence,
this information leads developers to good targets for optimizations. If a function contributes very little
to total execution time, then optimizing it will not have a large effect on total runtime. Conversely,
the number of times a function is executed serves to multiply the benefits of a small performance
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improvement; reducing the runtime for a function that runs one million times by just 3.6 milliseconds
will reduce total runtime by one hour. Unfortunately, more recent architecture, software designs, and
usage models make conventional profilers much less useful.
2.4.2.5 Extensions of Software Profiling
Much of the work on software profilers has focused on collecting as much information as possible
with minimal probe effect. A sampling-based profiler that pauses execution after some number of
clock ticks will collect a number of samples roughly proportional to the execution time spent in a
function. Likewise, pausing a program after some number of other events can roughly determine
what fraction of those events occurred in a particular function. For example, sampling every n
memory accesses allows a developer to see approximately what fraction of total memory accesses
are issued by each function. Sampling on a variety of hardware events is available in both the perf
and oprofile sampling-based profilers [46, 51]. While these approaches sometimes show surprising
performance results, it generally not clear how to reduce the number of memory accesses or some
other performance-degrading hardware event in a particular function.
Other profiling techniques have been developed to monitor time programs spend waiting for
inputs or computation, to identify code that is amenable to parallelization, or to trace program paths;
see Chapter 7 for a full discussion of other profiling techniques.
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CHAPTER 3
CHALLENGES IN PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND DEBUGGING
Performance analysis and debugging remains a significant challenge, despite decades of work on
measuring, understanding, and improving software performance. Modern processors designs often
lead to good performance, but “unlucky” inputs or code changes can lead to significant performance
regressions. As a result, performance is highly unpredictable and thus difficult to measure accurately.
Software profilers are designed to help developers identify code where manual performance tuning
would improve whole-program performance, but existing profilers are not well-suited to concurrent
software or modern performance concerns. Scalability is a primary concern in software performance;
developers must evaluate system in a test environment, but the load conditions in test may not expose
scalability bottlenecks that will show up in deployment. Testing systems under realistic load is
often impractical or impossible. Just as profilers do not lead developers to code that is important to
end-to-end performance, existing approaches for evaluating scalability do not pinpoint code where
optimizations will improve scalability. This chapter discusses each of these challenges in depth.
3.1 Unpredictable Performance
Software performance is inherently unpredictable. While the entire stack from hardware up
to high-level programming languages is man-made, these systems are now sufficiently complex
that most efforts to predict or understand performance analytically are intractable. While existing
empirical approaches to performance evaluation work well for a given program, input, and execution
environment, small changes to any of these variables can have large, unpredictable effects on
performance. This performance unpredictability makes it difficult to deploy software that consistently
meets performance requirements, and complicates the task of performance evaluation.
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3.1.1 Causes of Performance Unpredictability
Memory density has grown rapidly, but the access times for memory have not kept pace with
improvements in processor speed. To reduce the latency of memory accesses, processors keep a
copy of recently accessed memory in smaller, faster cache memories on the processor. The policy of
keeping recently-accessed memory in cache is based on a simple heuristic: programs tend to reuse
the same memory repeatedly, so recently accessed memory is likely be needed again soon. When
they work well, caches can improve memory system performance by at least an order of magnitude.
One major downside of caches is that they lead to performance unpredictability. A cache with
space for one million bytes of recently-accessed memory will dramatically improve the performance
of memory accesses unless the program accesses its 1,000,001th byte. At this point, there is no
open spot in the cache to store the 1,000,001th byte, so another entry must be evicted to make space.
If the next byte the program accesses happens to be the one that was just evicted, the cache is no
longer effective: every access will have to go to memory rather than finding the value in the cache.
Most processor caches use an LRU (least-recently used) policy for eviction, where the oldest entry is
removed from the cache. This policy can lead to exactly the problem above, called “cache thrashing”,
where a memory access pattern causes the cache to evict memory just before it is needed again.
This situation is made worse by the organization of real caches; engineering constraints dictate
that a cache cannot simply be a bucket for the million most-recently accessed bytes. Instead, the
cache is divided into sets and ways. The location of a byte in main memory determines which set it
can be cached in, and each set has some number of ways that can hold copies of memory assigned to
the same set. Four-way set-associative caches are a common model, where each cache set has space
for four recently accessed memory locations. An access pattern that uses five locations that map to
the same set before repeating a memory access will experience thrashing. As a result, the history of
memory accesses made by an application determine its memory performance. A small change in this
access pattern can make cache performance go from a near-perfect hit rate to thrashing, causing a
significant performance degradation.
A key concept in the design of modern computers is the stored program model. Both the
instructions and data required to execute a program reside in a computer’s memory. In the same way
that the performance of data accesses depends on the program’s memory access history, accesses to
instructions depend on the execution history of the program. Both data and instruction accesses are
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input-dependent, so any effort to predict access patterns before running a program is not possible
except in very limited situations.
Modern processors use a similar mechanism to hide the latency of branch instructions, which
programs use to conditionally execute statements. When the result of a branch instruction depends
on a computation that has not yet completed—such as one that depends on a memory access—a
branch predictor can guess whether the branch is likely to be taken and speculatively begin executing
instructions at the branch destination. When a branch predictor is incorrect, the results of any
speculatively executed instructions must be discarded and the processor resumes execution at the
correct location. Branch predictors use the location of a branch instruction in memory to track
whether the branch is usually taken or not. In the same way that memory is assigned to cache sets,
branch instructions are assigned to branch predictor table entries using their locations in memory.
When two branches map to the same branch predictor table entry they can conflict; if one branch
is usually taken while the other is not, this leads to a condition known as branch aliasing. Branch
aliasing causes more branch mispredictions, which can more than offset the benefits of accurate
branch prediction elsewhere in the software. Predicting the branching behavior of a program is as
challenging as predicting its access patterns, so eliminating branch aliasing not practical, even for
simple programs with only a handful of branches.
3.1.2 Challenges for Performance Evaluation
On its face, performance evaluation seems straightforward: run two versions of a program
several times, then use confidence intervals or a hypothesis test to decide which version is faster.
Unfortunately, even small changes to a program’s code or runtime environment will change the
program’s memory layout. Changing program layout changes which program objects conflict in
the cache, with unpredictable performance effects. Performance unpredictability is not limited to
random variations between runs; changing a program’s code, inputs, or execution environment will
change its layout in memory, leading to a consistent change in performance. Repeated runs of the
program do not control for this bias because each run uses the same layout.
The impact of these layout changes is unpredictable and substantial. Mytkowicz, Diwan, et
al. evaluate the effect of two program changes impact program layout: changing the size of shell
environment variables, and changing program link order after compilation [62]. Both changes have no
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effect on programs’ semantics, but result in substantial performance swings; they find that changing
the size of environment variables can degrade performance by as much as 300%, and changing link
order can hurt performance by as much as 57%.
Conventional performance evaluation strategies do not fix program layout, nor do they explore
the space of possible program layouts [30]. This leads to a problem with experimental design. A
conventional performance evaluation has two independent variables: the code changes, and the
unintended layout changes. When execution time changes, the evaluator cannot determine which
variable is responsible: is it because of changes to the code or the collateral impact on layout?
Without this information, developers may make poor performance engineering decisions.
3.1.3 Challenges for Software Deployment
Modern software systems are often built using a service-oriented approach. Rather than running
from start to finish, a software service runs continuously, constantly accepting and responding to
requests. These services often must provide performance guarantees to be useful; they must be able
to handle a large number of concurrent requests while still returning results within a “reasonable”
amount of time. As an example, Netflix’s video streaming system is built from over 100 such services,
all of which must meet performance guarantees to provide a good user experience [84].
The requirements for a specific service are application-dependent, but performance unpredictabil-
ity poses a problem for any performance-sensitive service. An application may be meeting perfor-
mance requirements in both test and deployment, but any change to the operating system, libraries,
hardware, or the code for the services themselves can lead to unpredictable changes in performance.
Developers are currently unable to predict when a performance disruption may occur, or to insulate
their software from wild performance swings.
One extreme case of software performance requirements is in hard real-time systems. Airplanes,
cars, satellites, and many other devices are now controlled by software. This software must continu-
ously monitor the device and its environment and, critically, respond to changes in a timely manner
to avoid significant financial losses, injury, or death.
The real-time systems community has recognized the inherent unpredictability in software perfor-
mance on modern hardware. As a result, real-time systems often run on older processor architectures,
or on hardware with caches, branch predictors, and other complex mechanisms disabled. Rather than
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accept the risk of brittle performance, developers of real-time systems opt for significantly worse
performance and scale back on software capabilities to accommodate this loss in performance. This
allows developers to safely evaluate whether their software meets performance requirements without
fear of brittle performance; with caches disabled, these systems nearly always run at their worst-case
performance. However, growing demands on real-time systems—most notably in automotive control
software—provide significant pressure for real-time systems developers to adopt newer processors
with its performance-improving complexity intact [19].
3.2 Limitations of Software Profilers
Manually inspecting a program to find optimization opportunities is impractical, so developers
use profilers to decide which code to optimize. These tools play an important role in performance
analysis and debugging, but they are not well-suited to modern hardware and workloads.
3.2.1 Concurrency
Conventional profilers rank code by its contribution to total execution time. Prominent examples
include oprofile, perf, and gprof [51, 46, 33]. Unfortunately, even when a profiler accurately reports
where a program spends its time, this information can lead programmers astray. The problem is
a mismatch between the question that current profilers answer—where does the program spend
its time?—and the question programmers want answered: where should I focus my optimization
efforts? Code that runs for a long time is not necessarily a good choice for optimization. For example,
optimizing code that draws a loading animation during a file download will not make the program
run faster, even though this code runs just as long as the download.
This phenomenon is not limited to I/O operations. Figure 3.1 shows a simple program that
illustrates the shortcomings of existing profilers. This program spawns two threads, which invoke
functions fa and fb respectively. The gprof output for this program is shown in Figure 3.2. Other
profilers may report that fa is on the critical path, or that the main thread spends roughly equal
time waiting for fa and fb [41]. While accurate, all of this information is potentially misleading.
Optimizing fa away entirely will only speed up the program by 4.5% because fb becomes the new
critical path.
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1 void a() { // ˜6.7 seconds
2 for(volatile size_t x=0; x<2000000000; x++) {}
3 }
4 void b() { // ˜6.4 seconds
5 for(volatile size_t y=0; y<1900000000; y++) {}
6 }
7 int main() {
8 // Spawn both threads and wait for them.
9 thread a_thread(a), b_thread(b);
10 a_thread.join(); b_thread.join();
11 }
Figure 3.1: A simple multithreaded program that illustrates the shortcomings of existing profilers.
Optimizing fa will improve performance by no more than 4.5%, while optimizing fb would have no
effect on performance.
% cumulative self self total
time seconds seconds calls Ts/call Ts/call name
55.20 7.20 7.20 1 a()
45.19 13.09 5.89 1 b()
% time self children called name
<spontaneous>
55.0 7.20 0.00 a()
--------------------------------------------------
<spontaneous>
45.0 5.89 0.00 b()
Figure 3.2: A gprof profile for the program in Figure 3.1. This profile shows that fa and fb comprise
similar fractions of total runtime. While true, this is misleading: optimizing fa will improve
performance by at most 4.5%, and optimizing fb would have no effect on performance.
Conventional profilers do not report the potential impact of optimizations; developers are left to
make these predictions based on their understanding of the program. While these predictions may be
easy for programs as simple as the one in Figure 3.1, accurately predicting the effect of a proposed
optimization is nearly impossible for programmers attempting to optimize large applications.
3.2.2 Throughput and Latency
Even if the output of conventional profilers was a useful guide for reducing end-to-end runtimes,
profilers would be of limited use for modern software. End-to-end runtime is a proxy for an
application’s throughput; the faster it can complete its execution, the greater its throughput. However,
the growth in service-oriented software means that latency is an equally important measure of
performance in many systems. A service that produces a million responses per second but takes ten
minutes between request and response is not useful.
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Unfortunately, conventional profilers are not easily adapted to deal with latency. Because they
simply report where a program spends its time, they do not distinguish between time spend processing
a transaction and other work done by the system. The picture of a program’s execution provided by a
conventional profiler includes portions of many transactions, but is often dominated by waiting: even
a heavily loaded service often spends much of its time waiting for requests to arrive. To make effective
use of a conventional profile, developers of latency-sensitive services must have a near-perfect mental
model of their system’s behavior to determine which code is important and which code executes off
the critical path for a transaction. While this may be feasible for small programs, developers’ mental
models of their systems are often flawed, and these flaws in program understanding can obscure
performance bugs [67].
3.3 Building Scalable Software
Service-oriented software poses a special challenge for performance evaluation. These programs
are designed to handle heavy load—much more than a single machine can generate—but the per-
formance of such a system is highly dependent on the amount and type of load on the system. Like
a multi-user system, a software service will process requests from different clients concurrently.
However, unlike the multi-user system, these requests are often not independent. An example of one
service is the Memcached caching server.
Memcached is a widely-used key-value store typically used as a caching layer in front of a
database. Clients of a memcached server can issue PUT requests to insert a new value into the cache,
associated with a specified key. A GET request searches for a given key and returns the associated
value, if it exists. Because requests from different clients can potentially read and write the same
data, access to the set of stored values must be controlled via synchronization. If multiple clients
are issuing GET requests for a given key, a read-write lock would allow these concurrent requests to
safely execute in parallel. A PUT request, however, cannot proceed until all readers have released the
lock. If load on the server is sufficiently high, the PUT request may never successfully acquire an
exclusive lock on the entry to update the value, a situation known as “writer starvation.”
Resolving this issue could be as straightforward as switching to a different synchronization
primitive, such as one that gives writers priority ahead of any later read requests. However, developers
are unlikely to fix this issue if they are never able to generate sufficient load on a memcached in
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testing to expose the issue. Successfully triggering this issue requires that the test environment is able
to generate sufficient load to induce contention, and that the load is representative of real executions.
Unfortunately, for a scalable service, a single machine should not be able to generate enough load to
saturate the server; if this were possible, the service would not be scalable.
Even if generating enough load was possible, developers would need enormous traces of all
requests to replay in order to generate representative load. These traces are required because issuing
random PUT and GET requests would not trigger the scalability issue; it will only occur when many
clients issue concurrent GET requests for the same key.
One potential workaround for this issue is to embed performance measurement code into deployed
services, but this measurement code may have overhead that is unacceptable for deployment. Even
if the overhead of performance monitoring is low enough to run in deployment, the results of this
performance monitoring will have the same drawbacks as output from conventional profilers; the
data tell developers how much time was spent in each part of the program, not which parts of the
program to optimize to improve performance in deployment.
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CHAPTER 4
STABILIZER: PREDICTABLE AND ANALYZABLE PERFORMANCE
The task of performance evaluation forms a key part of both systems research and the software
development process. Researchers working on systems ranging from compiler optimizations and
runtime systems to code transformation frameworks and bug detectors must measure their effect,
evaluating how much they improve performance or how much overhead they impose [16, 15].
Software developers need to ensure that new or modified code either in fact yields the desired
performance improvement, or at least does not cause a performance regression (that is, making
the system run slower). For large systems in both the open-source community (e.g., Firefox and
Chromium) and in industry, automatic performance regression tests are now a standard part of the
build or release process [78, 75].
In both settings, performance evaluation typically proceeds by testing the performance of the
actual application in a set of scenarios, or a range of benchmarks, both before and after applying
changes or in the absence and presence of a new optimization, runtime system, etc.
In addition to measuring effect size (here, the magnitude of change in performance), a statistically
sound evaluation must test whether it is possible with a high degree of confidence to reject the null
hypothesis: that the performance of the new version is indistinguishable from the old. To show that a
performance optimization is statistically significant, we need to reject the null hypothesis with high
confidence (and show that the direction of improvement is positive). Conversely, we aim to show
that it is not possible to reject the null hypothesis when we are testing for a performance regression.
Unfortunately, even when using current best practices (large numbers of runs and a quiescent
system), the conventional approach is unsound. The problem is due to the interaction between
software and modern architectural features, especially caches and branch predictors. These features
are sensitive to the addresses of the objects they manage. Because of the significant performance
penalties imposed by cache misses or branch mispredictions (e.g., due to aliasing), their reliance on
addresses makes software exquisitely sensitive to memory layout. Small changes to code, such as
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adding or removing a stack variable, or changing the order of heap allocations, can have a ripple
effect that alters the placement of every other function, stack frame, and heap object.
The impact of these layout changes is unpredictable and substantial: Mytkowicz et al. show
that just changing the size of environment variables can trigger performance degradation as high
as 300% [62]; we find that simply changing the link order of object files can cause performance to
decrease by as much as 57%.
Failure to control for layout is a form of measurement bias: a systematic error due to uncontrolled
factors. All executions constitute just one sample from the vast space of possible memory layouts.
This limited sampling makes statistical tests inapplicable, since they depend on multiple samples
over a space, often with a known distribution. As a result, it is currently not possible to test whether a
code modification is the direct cause of any observed performance change, or if it is due to incidental
effects like a different code, stack, or heap layout.
4.0.1 Contributions
This chapter presents STABILIZER, a system that enables statistically sound performance analysis
of software on modern architectures. To our knowledge, STABILIZER is the first system of its kind.
STABILIZER forces executions to sample over the space of all memory configurations by effi-
ciently and repeatedly randomizing the placement of code, stack, and heap objects at runtime. We
show analytically and empirically that STABILIZER’s use of randomization makes program execution
independent of the execution environment, and thus eliminates this source of measurement bias.
Re-randomization goes one step further: it causes the performance impact of layout effects to follow
a Gaussian (normal) distribution, by virtue of the Central Limit Theorem. In many cases, layout
effects dwarf all other sources of execution time variance [62]. As a result, STABILIZER often leads
to execution times that are normally distributed.
By generating execution times with Gaussian distributions, STABILIZER enables statistically
sound performance analysis via parametric statistical tests like ANOVA [27]. STABILIZER thus
provides a push-button solution that allows developers and researchers to answer the question: does
a given change to a program affect its performance, or is this effect indistinguishable from noise?
We demonstrate STABILIZER’s efficiency (< 7% median overhead) and its effectiveness by
evaluating the impact of LLVM’s optimizations on the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite. Across the
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SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite, we find that the -O3 compiler switch (which includes argument
promotion, dead global elimination, global common subexpression elimination, and scalar replace-
ment of aggregates) does not yield statistically significant improvements over -O2. In other words,
the effect of -O3 versus -O2 is indistinguishable from random noise.
We note in passing that STABILIZER’s low overhead means that it could be used at deployment
time to reduce the risk of performance outliers, although we do not explore that use case here.
Intuitively, STABILIZER makes it unlikely that object and code layouts will be especially “lucky” or
“unlucky.” By periodically re-randomizing, STABILIZER limits the contribution of each layout to total
execution time.
4.1 Overview
This section provides an overview of STABILIZER’s operation, and how it provides properties
that enable statistically rigorous performance evaluation.
4.1.1 Comprehensive Layout Randomization
STABILIZER dynamically randomizes program layout to ensure it is independent of changes to
code, compilation, or execution environment. STABILIZER performs extensive randomization: it
dynamically randomizes the placement of a program’s functions, stack frames, and heap objects.
Code is randomized at a per-function granularity, and each function executes on a randomly placed
stack frame. STABILIZER also periodically re-randomizes the placement of functions and stack
frames during execution.
4.1.2 Normally Distributed Execution Time
When a program is run with STABILIZER, the effect of memory layout on performance fol-
lows a normal distribution because of layout re-randomization. Layout effects make a substantial
contribution to a program’s execution. In the absence of other large sources of measurement bias,
STABILIZER causes programs to run with normally distribution execution times.
At a high level, STABILIZER’s re-randomization strategy induces normally distributed executions
as follows: Each random layout contributes a small fraction of total execution time. Total execution
time, the sum of runtimes with each random layout, is proportional to the mean of sampled layouts.
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The Central Limit Theorem states that “the mean of a sufficiently large number of independent
random variables . . . will be approximately normally distributed” [27]. With a sufficient number of
randomizations (30 is typical), and no other significant sources of measurement bias, execution time
will follow a Gaussian distribution. Section 4.3 provides a more detailed analysis of STABILIZER’s
effect on execution time distributions.
4.1.3 Sound Performance Analysis
Normally distributed execution times allow researchers to evaluate performance using parametric
hypothesis tests, which provide greater statistical power by leveraging the properties of a known
distribution (typically the normal distribution). Statistical power is the probability of correctly
rejecting a false null hypothesis. Parametric tests typically have greater power than non-parametric
tests, which make no assumptions about distribution. For our purposes, the null hypothesis is that a
change had no impact. Failure to reject the null hypothesis suggests that more samples (benchmarks or
runs) may be required to reach confidence, or that the change had no impact. Powerful parametric tests
can correctly reject a false null hypothesis—that is, confirm that a change did have an impact—with
fewer samples than non-parametric tests.
4.1.4 Evaluating Code Modifications
To test the effectiveness of any change (known in statistical parlance as a treatment), a researcher
or developer runs a program with STABILIZER, both with and without the change. Each run is a
sample from the treatment’s population: the theoretical distribution from which samples are drawn.
Given that execution times are drawn from a normally distributed population, we can apply the
Student’s t-test [27] to calculate the significance of the treatment.
The null hypothesis for the t-test is that the difference in means of the source distributions is
zero. The t-test’s result (its p-value) tells us the probability of observing the measured difference
between sample means, assuming both sets of samples come from the same source distribution. If
the p-value is below a threshold α (typically 5%), the null hypothesis is rejected; that is, the two
source distributions have different means. The parameter α is the probability of committing a type-I
error: erroneously rejecting a true null hypothesis.
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It is important to note that the t-test can detect arbitrarily small differences in the means of two
populations (given a sufficient number of samples) regardless of the value of α. The difference in
means does not need to be 5% to reach significance with α = 0.05. Similarly, if STABILIZER adds
4.8% overhead to a program, this does not prevent the t-test from detecting differences in means that
are smaller than 4.8%.
4.1.5 Evaluating Compiler and Runtime Optimizations
To evaluate a compiler or runtime system change, we instead use a more general technique:
analysis of variance (ANOVA). ANOVA takes as input a set of results for each combination of
benchmark and treatment, and partitions the total variance into components: the effect of random
variations between runs, differences between benchmarks, and the collective impact of each treatment
across all benchmarks [27]. ANOVA is a generalized form of the t-test that is less likely to commit
type I errors (rejecting a true null hypothesis) than running many independent t-tests. Section 4.5
presents the use of STABILIZER and ANOVA to evaluate the effectiveness of compiler optimizations
in LLVM.
4.1.6 Evaluating Optimizations Targeting Layout
All of STABILIZER’s randomizations (code, stack, and heap) can be enabled independently. This
independence makes it possible to evaluate optimizations that target memory layout. For example, to
test an optimization for stack layouts, STABILIZER can be run with only code and heap randomization
enabled. These randomizations ensure that incidental changes, such as code to pad the stack or to
allocate large objects on the heap, will not affect the layout of code or heap memory. The developer
can then be confident that any observed change in performance is the result of the stack optimization
and not its secondary effects on layout.
4.2 Implementation
STABILIZER uses a compiler transformation and runtime library to randomize program layout.
STABILIZER performs its transformations in an optimization pass run by the LLVM compiler [50].
STABILIZER’s compiler transformation inserts the necessary operations to move the stack, redirects
heap operations to the randomized heap, and modifies functions to be independently relocatable.
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clang
main.bc
libstabilizer
opt
Stabilizer Pass
a.out
main.c foo.f
gfortran
dragonegg
foo.bc
clang
main.o foo.o
ld
Figure 4.1: The procedure for building a program with STABILIZER. This process is automated by
the szc compiler driver.
STABILIZER’s runtime library exposes an API for the randomized heap, relocates functions on-
demand, generates random padding for the stack, and re-randomizes both code and stack at regular
intervals.
4.2.1 Building Programs with Stabilizer
When building a program with STABILIZER, each source file is first compiled to LLVM bytecode.
STABILIZER builds Fortran programs with gfortran and the dragonegg GCC plugin, which
generates LLVM bytecode from the GCC front-end [77]. C and C++ programs can be built either
with gcc and dragonegg, or LLVM’s clang front-end [76].
The compilation and transformation process is shown in Figure 4.1. This procedure is completely
automated by STABILIZER’s compiler driver (szc), which is compatible with the common clang
and gcc command-line options. Programs can easily be built and evaluated with STABILIZER by
substituting szc for the default compiler/linker and enabling randomizations with additional flags.
4.2.2 Heap Randomization
STABILIZER uses a power of two, size-segregated allocator as the base for its heap [86]. Option-
ally, STABILIZER can be configured to use TLSF (two-level segregated fits) as its base allocator [55].
STABILIZER was originally implemented with the DieHard allocator [11, 66]. DieHard is a bitmap-
based randomized allocator with power-of-two size classes. Unlike conventional allocators, DieHard
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does not use recently-freed memory for subsequent allocations. This lack of reuse and the added
TLB pressure from the large virtual address space can lead to very high overhead.
Shuffle Layer
Base 
Allocator
rng
free
free
rng
malloc
malloc
Figure 4.2: An illustration of STABILIZER’s heap randomization. STABILIZER efficiently randomizes
the heap by wrapping a deterministic base allocator in a shuffling layer. At startup, the layer is filled
with objects from the base heap. The malloc function generates a random index, removes the
indexed object from the shuffling layer, and replaces it with a new one from the base heap. Similarly,
the free function generates a random index, frees the indexed object to the base heap, and places
the newly freed object in its place.
While STABILIZER’s base allocators are more efficient than DieHard, they are not fully random-
ized. STABILIZER randomizes the heap by wrapping its base allocator in a shuffling layer built with
HeapLayers [12]. The shuffling layer consists of a size N array of pointers for each size class. The
array for each size class is initialized with a fill: N calls to Base::malloc are issued to fill the ar-
ray, then the array is shuffled using the Fisher-Yates shuffle [26]. Every call to Shuffle::malloc
allocates a new object p from Base::malloc, generates a random index i in the range [0, N),
swaps p with array[i], and returns the swapped pointer. Shuffle::free works in much the
same way: a random index i is generated, the freed pointer is swapped with array[i], and the
swapped pointer is passed to Base::free. The process for malloc and free is equivalent to
one iteration of the inside-out Fisher-Yates shuffle. Figure 4.2 illustrates this procedure. STABILIZER
uses the Marsaglia pseudo-random number generator from DieHard [54, 11].
The shuffled heap parameter N must be large enough to create sufficient randomization, but
values that are too large will increase overhead with no added benefit. It is only necessary to
randomize the index bits of heap object addresses. Randomness in lower-order bits will lead to
misaligned allocations, and randomized higher order bits impose additional pressure on the TLB.
NIST provides a standard statistical test suite for evaluation pseudorandom number generators [10].
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of STABILIZER’s code randomization. (a) During initialization, STABI-
LIZER places a trap instruction at the beginning of each function. When a trapped function is called,
it is relocated on demand. (b) Each randomized function has an adjacent relocation table, populated
with pointers to all referenced globals and functions. (c) A timer triggers periodic re-randomizations
(every 500ms by default). In the timer signal handler, STABILIZER places traps at the beginning
of every randomized function. (d) Once a trapped function is called, STABILIZER walks the stack,
marks all functions with return addresses on the stack, and frees the rest; baz′ is freed in this example
because there are no live references to this function location. Any remaining functions (foo′) will
be freed after a future re-randomization once they are no longer on the stack. Future calls to foo
will be directed to a new, randomly located version (foo′′).
We test the randomness of values returned by libc’s lrand48 function, addresses returned by the
DieHard allocator, and the shuffled heap for a range of values of N . Only the index bits (bits 6-17
on the Core2 architecture) were used. Bits used by branch predictors differ significantly across
architectures, but are typically low-order bits generally in the same range as cache index bits.
The lrand48 function passes six tests for randomness (Frequency, BlockFrequency, Cumula-
tiveSums, Runs, LongestRun, and FFT) with > 95% confidence, failing only the Rank test. DieHard
passes these same six tests. STABILIZER’s randomized heap passes the same tests with the shuffling
parameter N = 256. STABILIZER uses this heap configuration to randomly allocate memory for
both heap objects and functions.
4.2.3 Code Randomization
STABILIZER randomizes code at function granularity. Every transformed function has a relo-
cation table (see Figure 4.3(b)), which is placed immediately following the code for the function.
Functions are placed randomly in memory using a separate randomized heap that allocates executable
memory.
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Relocation tables are not present in a binary built with STABILIZER. Instead, they are created
at runtime immediately following each randomly located function. The sizes of functions are not
available in the program’s symbol table, so the address of the next function is used to determine the
function’s endpoint. A function refers to its adjacent relocation table with a PC-relative offset. This
approach means that two randomly located copies of the same function do not share a relocation
table.
Some constant floating point operands are converted to global variable references during code
generation. STABILIZER converts all non-zero floating point constants to global variables in the IR
so accesses can be made indirect through the relocation table.
Operations that convert between floating-point and integers do not contain constant operands, but
still generate implicit global references during code generation. STABILIZER cannot rewrite these
references. Instead, STABILIZER adds functions to each module to perform int-to-float and float-to-int
conversions, and replaces the LLVM fptosi, fptoui, sitofp, and uitofp instructions with
calls to these conversion functions. The conversion functions are the only code that STABILIZER
cannot safely relocate.
Finally, STABILIZER renames the main function. The STABILIZER runtime library defines its
own main function, which initializes runtime support for code randomization before executing any
randomized code.
4.2.3.1 Initialization.
At compile time, STABILIZER replaces the module’s libc constructors with its own constructor
function. At startup, this constructor registers the module’s functions and any constructors from the
original program. Execution of the program’s constructors is delayed until after initialization.
The main function, defined in STABILIZER’s runtime, overwrites the beginning of every re-
locatable function with a software breakpoint (the int 3 x86 instruction, or 0xCC in hex); see
Figure 4.3(a). A pointer to the function’s runtime object is placed immediately after the trap to allow
for immediate relocation (not shown).
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4.2.3.2 Relocation.
When a trapped function is executed, the STABILIZER runtime receives a SIGTRAP signal and
relocates the function (Figure 4.3(b)). Functions are relocated in three stages: first, STABILIZER
requests a sufficiently large block of memory from the code heap and copies the function body to
this location. Next, the function’s relocation table is constructed next to the new function location.
STABILIZER overwrites the beginning of the function’s original base address with a static jump to
the relocated function (replacing the trap instruction). Finally, STABILIZER adds the function to the
set of “live” functions.
4.2.3.3 Re-randomization.
STABILIZER re-randomizes functions at regular time intervals (500ms by default). When the
re-randomization timer expires, the STABILIZER runtime places a trap instruction at the beginning of
every live function and resumes execution (Figure 4.3(c)). Re-randomization occurs when the next
trap is executed. This delay ensures that re-randomization will not be performed during the execution
of non-reentrant code.
STABILIZER uses a simple garbage collector to reclaim memory used by randomized functions.
First, STABILIZER adds the memory used by each live functions to a set called the “pile.” STABILIZER
then walks the stack. Every object on the pile pointed to by a return address on the stack is marked.
All unmarked objects on the pile are freed to the code heap.
4.2.4 Stack Randomization.
STABILIZER randomizes the stack by adding a random amount of space (up to 4096 bytes)
between each stack frame. STABILIZER’s compiler pass creates a 256 byte stack pad table and a
one-byte stack pad index for each function. On entry, the function loads the index-th byte, increments
the index, and multiplies the byte by 16 (the required stack alignment on x86 64). STABILIZER
moves the stack down by this amount prior to each function call, and restores the stack after the call
returns.
The STABILIZER runtime fills every function’s stack pad table with random bytes during each
re-randomization. The stack pad index may overflow, wrapping back around to the first entry. This
wraparound means functions may reuse a random stack pad several times between re-randomizations,
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Figure 4.4: An illustration of STABILIZER’s stack randomization. STABILIZER randomizes the stack
by adding up to a page of random pad at each function call. Functions are instrumented to load a pad
size from the stack pad table. STABILIZER periodically refills this table with new random values to
re-randomize the stack.
but the precise location of the stack is determined by the stack pad size used for each function on the
call stack. This combination ensures that stack placement is sufficiently randomized.
4.2.5 Architecture-Specific Implementation Details
STABILIZER runs on the x86, x86 64 and PowerPC architectures. Most implementation details
are identical, but STABILIZER requires some platform-specific support.
4.2.5.1 STABILIZER on 64-bit x86
Supporting the x86 64 architecture introduces two complications for STABILIZER. The first is for
the jump instructions: jumps, whether absolute or relative, can only be encoded with a 32-bit address
(or offset). STABILIZER uses mmap with the MAP 32BIT flag to request memory for relocating
functions, but on some systems (Mac OS X), this flag is unavailable.
To handle cases where functions must be relocated more than a 32-bit offset away from the
original copy, STABILIZER simulates a 64-bit jump by pushing the target address onto the stack
and issuing a return instruction. This form of jump is much slower than a 32-bit relative jump, so
high-address memory is only used after low-address memory is exhausted.
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4.2.5.2 STABILIZER on PowerPC and 32-bit x86
PowerPC and x86 both use PC-relative addressing for control flow, but data is accessed using
absolute addresses. Because of this, the relocation table must be at a fixed absolute address rather
than adjacent to a randomized function. The relocation table is only used for function calls, and does
not need to be used for accesses to global data.
4.3 Statistical Analysis
This section presents an analysis that explains how STABILIZER’s randomization results in
normally distributed execution times for most programs. Section 4.4 empirically verifies this analysis
across our benchmark suite.
The analysis proceeds by first considering programs with a reasonably trivial structure (running
in a single loop), and successively weakens this constraint to handle increasingly complex programs.
We assume that STABILIZER is only used on programs that consist of more than a single function.
Because STABILIZER performs code layout randomization on a per-function basis, the location of
code in a program consisting of just a single function will not be re-randomized. Since most programs
consist of a large number of functions, we do not expect this to be a problem in practice.
4.3.1 Base case: a single loop
Consider a small program that runs repeatedly in a loop, executing at least one function. The
space of all possible layouts l for this program is the population L. For each layout, an iteration of
the loop will have an execution time t. The population of all iteration execution times is E. Clearly,
running the program with layout l for 1000 iterations will take time:
Trandom = 1000 ∗ t
For simplicity, assume that when this same program is run with STABILIZER, each iteration is
run with a different layout li with execution time ti (we refine the notion of “iteration” below).
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Running this program with STABILIZER for 1000 iterations will thus have total execution time:
Tstabilized =
1000∑
i=1
ti
The values of ti comprise a sample set x from the population E with mean:
x¯ =
1000∑
i=1
ti
1000
The central limit theorem tells us that x¯ must be normally distributed (30 samples is typically
sufficient for normality). The value of x¯ only differs from Tstabilized by a constant factor. Multiplying
a normally distributed random variable by a constant factor simply shifts and scales the distribution.
The result remains normally distributed. Therefore, for this simple program, STABILIZER leads to
normally distributed execution times. Note that the distribution of E was never mentioned—the
central limit theorem guarantees normality regardless of the sampled population’s distribution.
The above argument relies on two conditions. The first is that STABILIZER runs each iteration
with a different layout. STABILIZER actually uses wall clock time to trigger re-randomization, but
the analysis still holds. As long as STABILIZER re-randomizes roughly every n iterations, we can
simply redefine an “iteration” to be n passes over the same code. The second condition is that the
program is simply a loop repeating the same code over and over again.
4.3.2 Programs with phase behavior
In reality, programs have more complex control flow and may even exhibit phase-like behavior.
The net effect is that for one randomization period, where STABILIZER maintains the same random
layout, one of any number of different portions of the application code could be running. However,
the argument still holds.
A complex program can be recursively decomposed into subprograms, eventually consisting
of subprograms equivalent to the trivial looping program described earlier. These subprograms
will each comprise some fraction of the program’s total execution, and will all have normally
distributed execution times. The total execution time of the program is thus a weighted sum of all the
subprograms. A similar approach is used by SimPoint, which accelerates architecture simulation by
drawing representative samples from all of a program’s phases [36].
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Because the sum of two normally distributed random variables is also normally distributed, the
program will still have a normally distributed execution time. This decomposition also covers the
case where STABILIZER’s re-randomizations are out of phase with the iterations of the trivial looping
program.
4.3.3 Heap accesses
Every allocation with STABILIZER returns a randomly selected heap address, but live objects are
not relocated because C/C++ semantics do not allow it. STABILIZER thus enforces normality of heap
access times as long as the program contains a sufficiently large number of short-lived heap objects
(allowing them to be effectively re-randomized). This behavior is common for most applications and
corresponds to the generational hypothesis for garbage collection, which has been shown to hold in
unmanaged environments [22, 61].
STABILIZER cannot break apart large heap allocations, and cannot add randomization to custom
allocators. Programs that use custom allocators or operate mainly small objects from a single large
array may not have normally distributed execution times because STABILIZER cannot sufficiently
randomize their layout.
4.4 Evaluation
We evaluate STABILIZER in two dimensions. First, we test the claim that STABILIZER causes ex-
ecution times to follow a Gaussian distribution. Next, we look at the overhead added by STABILIZER
with different randomizations enabled.
All evaluations are performed on a dual-core Intel Core i3-550 operating at 3.2GHz and equipped
with 12GB of RAM. Each core has a 256KB L2 cache. Cores share a single 4MB L3 cache. The
system runs version 3.5.0-22 of the Linux kernel (unmodified) built for x86 64. All programs are
built using gcc version 4.6.3 as a front-end, with dragonegg and LLVM version 3.1.
4.4.1 Benchmarks
We evaluate STABILIZER across all C benchmarks in the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite. The
C++ benchmarks omnetpp, xalancbmk, dealII, soplex, and povray are not run because
they use exceptions, which STABILIZER does not yet support. We plan to add support for exceptions
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Shapiro-Wilk Brown-Forsythe
Benchmark Randomized Re-randomized
astar 0.000 0.194 0.001
bzip2 0.789 0.143 0.078
cactusADM 0.003 0.003 0.001
gcc 0.420 0.717 0.013
gobmk 0.072 0.563 0.000
gromacs 0.015 0.550 0.022
h264ref 0.003 0.183 0.002
hmmer 0.552 0.016 0.982
lbm 0.240 0.530 0.161
libquantum 0.437 0.115 0.397
mcf 0.991 0.598 0.027
milc 0.367 0.578 0.554
namd 0.254 0.691 0.610
perlbench 0.036 0.188 0.047
sjeng 0.240 0.373 0.000
sphinx3 0.727 0.842 0.203
wrf 0.856 0.935 0.554
zeusmp 0.342 0.815 0.000
Table 4.1: Normality and variance results for SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks run with STABILIZER
using one-time and repeated randomization. P-values for the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality and
the Brown-Forsythe test for homogeneity of variance. A p-value less that α = 0.05 is sufficient to
reject the null hypothesis (indicated in bold). Shapiro-Wilk tests the null hypothesis that the data are
drawn from a normal distribution. Brown-Forsythe tests whether the one-time randomization and
re-randomization samples are drawn from distributions with the same variance. Boldface indicates
statistically significant non-normal execution times and unequal variances, respectively. Section 4.4.2
explores these results further.
by rewriting LLVM’s exception handling intrinsics to invoke STABILIZER-specific runtime support
for exceptions. STABILIZER is also evaluated on all Fortran benchmarks, except for bwaves,
calculix, gamess, GemsFDTD, and tonto. These benchmarks fail to build on our system
when using gfortran with the LLVM plugin.
4.4.2 Normality
We evaluate the claim that STABILIZER results in normally distributed execution times across the
entire benchmark suite. Using the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, we can check if the execution
times of each benchmark are normally distributed with and without STABILIZER. Every benchmark
is run 30 times each with and without STABILIZER’s re-randomization enabled.
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Table 4.1 shows the p-values for the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality. Without re-randomization,
five benchmarks exhibit execution times that are not normally distributed with 95% confidence:
astar, cactusADM, gromacs, h264ref, and perlbench. With re-randomization, all of
these benchmarks exhibit normally distributed execution times except for cactusADM. The hmmer
benchmark has normally distributed execution times with one-time randomization, but not with
re-randomization. This anomaly may be due to hmmer’s use of alignment-sensitive floating point
operations.
Figure 4.5 shows the distributions of all 18 benchmarks on QQ (quantile-quantile) plots. QQ plots
are useful for visualizing how close a set of samples is to a reference distribution (Gaussian in this
case). Each data point is placed at the intersection of the sample and reference distributions’ quantiles.
Points will fall along a straight line if the observed values come from the reference distribution
family.
A steeper slope on the QQ plot indicates a greater variance. We test for homogeneity of variance
using the Brown-Forsythe test [27]. For eight benchmarks, astar, gcc, gobmk, gromacs,
h264ref, perlbench, sjeng, and zeusmp, re-randomization leads to a statistically significant
decrease in variance. This decrease is the result of regression to the mean. Observing a very high
execution time with re-randomization would require selecting many more “unlucky” than “lucky”
layouts. In two cases, cactusADM and mcf, re-randomization yields a small but statistically
significant increase in variance. The p-values for the Brown-Forsythe test are shown in Table 4.1.
Result: STABILIZER nearly always imposes a Gaussian distribution on execution time, and tends
to reduce variance.
4.4.3 Efficiency
Figure 4.6 shows the overhead of STABILIZER relative to unrandomized execution. Every
benchmark is run 30 times in each configuration. With all randomizations enabled, STABILIZER
adds a median overhead of 6.7%.
Most of STABILIZER’s overhead can be attributed to reduced locality. Code and stack randomiza-
tion both add additional logic to function invocation, but this has limited impact on execution time.
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Figure 4.5: Quantile-quantile plots showing the distributions of execution times with STABILIZER.
Gaussian distribution of execution time: Quantile-quantile plots comparing the distributions of
execution times to the Gaussian distribution. Samples are shifted to a mean of zero, and normalized to
the standard deviation of the re-randomized samples. Solid diagonal lines show where samples from
a Gaussian distribution would fall. Without re-randomization, astar, cactusADM, gromacs,
h264ref, and perlbench have execution times that are not drawn from a Gaussian distribution.
With re-randomization, all benchmarks except cactusADM and hmmer conform to a Gaussian
distribution. A steeper slope on the QQ plot indicates a greater variance. See Section 4.4.2 for a
discussion of these results.
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of runtimes with STABILIZER one-time and repeated randomization. Over-
head of STABILIZER relative to runs with randomized link order (lower is better). With all random-
izations enabled, STABILIZER adds a median overhead of 6.7%, and below 40% for all benchmarks.
Programs run with STABILIZER use a larger portion of the virtual address space, putting additional
pressure on the TLB.
With all randomizations enabled, STABILIZER adds more than 30% overhead for just four
benchmarks. For gobmk, gcc, and perlbench, the majority of STABILIZER’s overhead comes
from stack randomization. These three benchmarks all have a large number of functions, each with
its own stack pad table (described in Section 4.2).
The increased working set size increases cache pressure. If STABILIZER allowed functions to
share stack pad tables, this overhead could be reduced. STABILIZER’s heap randomization adds most
of the overhead to cactusADM. This benchmark allocates a large number of arrays on the heap,
and rounding up to power of two size classes leads to a large amount of wasted heap space.
STABILIZER’s overhead does not affect its validity as a system for measuring the impact of
performance optimizations. If an optimization has a statistically significant impact, it will shift
the mean execution time over all possible layouts. The overhead added by STABILIZER also shifts
this mean, but applies equally to both versions of the program. STABILIZER imposes a Gaussian
distribution on execution times, which enables the detection of smaller effects than an evaluation of
execution times with unknown distribution.
4.4.3.1 Performance Improvements
In four cases, STABILIZER (slightly) improves performance. astar, hmmer, mcf, and namd
all run faster with code randomization enabled. We attribute this to the elimination of branch
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aliasing [42]. It is highly unlikely that a significant fraction of a run’s random code layouts would
exhibit branch aliasing problems. It is similarly unlikely that a significant fraction of random layouts
would result in large performance improvements. The small gains with STABILIZER suggest the
default program layout is slightly worse than the median layout for these benchmarks.
4.5 Sound Performance Analysis
The goal of STABILIZER is to enable statistically sound performance evaluation. We demonstrate
STABILIZER’s use here by evaluating the effectiveness of LLVM’s -O3 and -O2 optimization levels.
Figure 4.7 shows the speedup of -O2 and -O3, where speedup of -O3 is defined as:
time-O2
time-O3
LLVM’s -O2 optimizations include basic-block level common subexpression elimination, while
-O3 adds argument promotion, global dead code elimination, increases the amount of inlining, and
adds global (procedure-wide) common subexpression elimination.
Execution times for all but three benchmarks are normally distributed when run with STABILIZER.
These three benchmarks, hmmer, wrf, and zeusmp, have p-values below α = 0.05 for the Shapiro-
Wilk test. For all benchmarks with normally distributed execution times, we apply the two-sample
t-test to determine whether -O3 provides a statistically significant performance improvement over
-O2, and likewise for -O2 over -O1. The three non-normal benchmarks use the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, a non-parametric equivalent to the t-test [85].
At a 95% confidence level, we find that there is a statistically significant difference between -O2
and -O1 for 17 of 18 benchmarks. There is a significant difference between -O3 and -O2 for 9 of
18 benchmarks. While this result is promising, it does come with a caveat: bzip2, libquantum,
and milc show a statistically significant increase in execution time with -O2 optimizations. The
bzip2, gobmk, and zeusmp benchmarks show a statistically significant performance degradation
with -O3.
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Figure 4.7: Speedup of -O2 over -O1, and -O3 over -O2 optimizations in LLVM. A speedup above
1.0 indicates the optimization had a positive effect. Asterisks mark cases where opFtimization led to
slower performance. Benchmarks with dark bars showed a statistically significant average speedup
(or slowdown). 17 of 18 benchmarks show a statistically significant change with -O2, and 9 of
18 show a significant change with -O3. In three cases for -O2 and three for -O3, the statistically
significant change is a performance degradation. Despite per-benchmark significance results, the data
do not show significance across the entire suite of benchmarks for either -O3 or -O2 optimizations
(Section 4.5.1).
4.5.1 Analysis of Variance
Evaluating optimizations with pairwise t-tests is error prone. This methodology runs a high
risk of erroneously rejecting the null hypothesis (a type-I error). The parameter α = 0.05 is the
probability of observing the measured speedup, given that the optimization actually has no effect.
Figure 4.7 shows the results for 36 hypothesis tests, each with a 5% risk of a false positive. We expect
36 ∗ 0.05 = 1.8 of these tests to show that an optimization had a statistically significant impact when
in reality it did not.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) allows us to test the significance of each optimization level over
all benchmarks simultaneously. ANOVA relies on a normal assumption, but has been show to be
robust to modest deviations from normality [27]. We run ANOVA with the same 18 benchmarks to
test the significance of -O2 over -O1 and -O3 over -O2.
ANOVA takes the total variance in execution times and breaks it down by source: the fraction
due to differences between benchmarks, the impact of optimizations, interactions between the
independent factors, and random variation between runs. Differences between benchmarks should
not be included in the final result. We perform a one-way analysis of variance within subjects to
ensure execution times are only compared between runs of the same benchmark.
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For the speedup of -O2, the results show an F-value of 3.235 for one degree of freedom (the
choice between -O1 and -O2). The F-value is drawn from the F distribution [27]. The cumulative
probability of observing any value drawn from F (1) > 3.235 = 0.0898 is the p-value for this test.
The results show that -O2 optimizations are significant at a 90% confidence level, but not at the 95%
level.
The F-value for -O3 is 1.335, again for one degree of freedom. This gives a p-value of 0.264.
We fail to reject the null hypothesis and must conclude that compared to -O2, -O3 optimizations are
not statistically significant.
4.6 Conclusion
Researchers and software developers require effective performance evaluation to guide work in
compiler optimizations, runtime libraries, and large applications. Automatic performance regression
tests are now commonplace. Standard practice measures execution times before and after applying
changes, but modern processor architectures make this approach unsound. Small changes to a program
or its execution environment can perturb its layout, which affects caches and branch predictors. Two
versions of a program, regardless of the number of runs, are only two samples from the distribution
over possible layouts. Statistical techniques for comparing distributions require more samples, but
randomizing layout over many runs may be prohibitively slow.
This chapter presents STABILIZER, a system that enables the use of the powerful statistical
techniques required for sound performance evaluation on modern architectures. STABILIZER forces
executions to sample the space of memory configurations by efficiently and repeatedly randomizing
the placement of code, stack, and heap objects at runtime. Every run with STABILIZER consists of
many independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) intervals of random layout. Total execution time
(the sum over these intervals) follows a Gaussian distribution by virtue of the Central Limit Theorem.
STABILIZER thus enables the use of parametric statistical tests like ANOVA. We demonstrate
STABILIZER’s efficiency (< 7% median overhead) and its effectiveness by evaluating the impact
of LLVM’s optimizations on the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite. We find that the performance
impact of -O3 over -O2 optimizations is indistinguishable from random noise.
We encourage researchers to download STABILIZER to use it as a basis for sound performance
evaluation: it is available at http://www.stabilizer-tool.org.
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CHAPTER 5
COZ: FINDING CODE THAT COUNTS WITH CAUSAL PROFILING
Improving performance is a central concern for software developers. To locate optimization
opportunities, developers rely on software profilers. However, these profilers only report where
programs spent their time; optimizing that code may have no impact on performance. Past profilers
thus both waste developer time and make it difficult for them to uncover significant optimization
opportunities.
This chapter introduces causal profiling, a new approach to software profiling that guides devel-
opers to code where optimizations will improve program performance. A causal profiler conducts a
series of performance experiments to empirically observe the effect of a potential optimization. Of
course it is not possible to automatically speed up any line of code by an arbitrary amount. Instead,
a causal profiler uses the novel technique of virtual speedups to mimic the effect of optimizing a
specific line of code by a fixed amount. A line is virtually sped up by inserting pauses to slow all
other threads each time the line runs. The key insight is that this slowdown has the same relative
effect as running that line faster, thus “virtually” speeding it up.
Each performance experiment measures the effect of virtually speeding up one line of code by a
specific amount. By conducting many performance experiments over the range of virtual speedup
from between 0% (no change) and 100% (the line is completely eliminated), a causal profiler can
predict the effect of any potential optimization on a program’s performance.
Figure 5.1 shows a simple program that illustrates the shortcomings of existing profilers, originally
introduced in Section 3.2. This program spawns two threads, which invoke functions fa and fb
respectively. Most profilers will report that these functions comprise roughly half of the total
execution time. Other profilers may report that fa is on the critical path, or that the main thread
spends roughly equal time waiting for fa and fb [41]. While accurate, all of this information is
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1 void a() { // ˜6.7 seconds
2 for(volatile size_t x=0; x<2000000000; x++) {}
3 }
4 void b() { // ˜6.4 seconds
5 for(volatile size_t y=0; y<1900000000; y++) {}
6 }
7 int main() {
8 // Spawn both threads and wait for them.
9 thread a_thread(a), b_thread(b);
10 a_thread.join(); b_thread.join();
11 }
Figure 5.1: A simple multithreaded program that illustrates the shortcomings of existing profilers.
Optimizing fa will improve performance by no more than 4.5%, while optimizing fb would have no
effect on performance.
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Figure 5.2: A causal profile for example.cpp, shown in Figure 5.1. This causal profile shows the
potential impact of optimizing either fa or fb. The x-axis shows the amount of speedup to either
fa or fb, and the y-axis shows the predicted program speedup. The gray area shows standard error.
Optimizing fa will improve performance by at most 4.5%, and optimizing fb would have no effect
on performance. The causal profile predicts both outcomes within 0.5%.
potentially misleading. Optimizing fa away entirely will only speed up the program by 4.5% because
fb becomes the new critical path.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of causal profiling, we have developed COZ, a causal profiler
for Linux. Figure 5.2 shows the results of running COZ on the program in Figure 5.1. This profile
plots the hypothetical speedup of a line of code (x-axis) versus its impact on execution time (y-axis).
The graph correctly shows that optimizing fa or fb in isolation would have little effect on program
performance; COZ’s predictions are within 0.5% of the actual effect of optimizing this code.
Causal profiling further departs from conventional profiling by making it possible to view the
effect of optimizations on both throughput and latency. To profile throughput, developers specify
a progress point, indicating a line in the code that corresponds to the end of a unit of work. For
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example, a progress point could be the point at which a transaction concludes, when a web page
finishes rendering, or when a query completes. A causal profiler then measures the rate of visits to
each progress point to determine any potential optimization’s effect on throughput. To profile latency,
programmers instead place two progress points that correspond to the start and end of an event of
interest, such as when a transaction begins and completes. A causal profiler then reports the effect of
potential optimizations on the average latency between those two progress points.
We show that causal profiling accurately predicts optimization opportunities, and that it is
effective at guiding optimization efforts. We apply COZ to Memcached, SQLite, and the extensively
studied PARSEC benchmark suite. Guided by COZ’s output, we optimized the performance of
Memcached by 9%, SQLite by 25%, and six PARSEC applications by as much as 68%. These
optimizations typically involved modifying under 10 lines of code. When possible to accurately
measure the size of our optimizations on the line(s) identified by COZ, we compare the observed
performance improvements to COZ’s predictions: in each case, we find that the real effect of our
optimization matches COZ’s prediction.
5.0.1 Contributions
This chapter makes the following contributions:
1. It presents causal profiling, which identifies code where optimizations will have the largest
impact. Using virtual speedups and progress points, causal profiling directly measures the
effect of potential optimizations on both throughput and latency (§5.1).
2. It presents COZ, a causal profiler that works on unmodified Linux binaries. It describes
COZ’s implementation (§5.2), and demonstrates its efficiency and effectiveness at identifying
optimization opportunities (§5.3).
5.1 Causal Profiling Overview
This section describes the major steps in collecting, processing, and interpreting a causal profile
with COZ, our prototype causal profiler.
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5.1.1 Profiler Startup
A user invokes COZ using a command of the form coz run --- <program> <args>.
At the beginning of the program’s execution, COZ collects debug information for the executable and
all loaded libraries. Users may specify file and binary scope, which restricts COZ’s experiments to
speedups in the specified files. By default, COZ will consider speedups in any source file from the
main executable. COZ builds a map from instructions to source lines using the program’s debug
information and the specified scope. Once the source map is constructed, COZ creates a profiler
thread and resumes normal execution.
5.1.2 Experiment Initialization
COZ’s profiler thread begins an experiment by selecting a line to virtually speed up, and a
randomly-chosen percent speedup. Both parameters must be selected randomly; any systematic
method of exploring lines or speedups could lead to systematic bias in profile results. One might
assume that COZ could exclude lines or virtual speedup amounts that have not shown a performance
effect early in previous experiments, but prioritizing experiments based on past results would prevent
COZ from identifying an important line if its performance only matters after some warmup period.
Once a line and speedup have been selected, the profiler thread saves the number of visits to each
progress point and begins the experiment.
5.1.3 Applying a Virtual Speedup
Every time the profiled program creates a thread, COZ begins sampling the instruction pointer
from this thread. COZ processes samples within each thread to implement a sampling version of
virtual speedups. In Section 5.2.4, we show the equivalence between the virtual speedup mechanism
shown in Figure 5.3 and the sampling approach used by COZ. Every time a sample is available, a
thread checks whether the sample falls in the line of code selected for virtual speedup. If so, it forces
other threads to pause. This process continues until the profiler thread indicates that the experiment
has completed.
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Illustration of Virtual Speedup
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of virtual speedup: (a) shows the original execution of two threads running
functions f and g; (b) shows the effect of a actually speeding up f by 40%; (c) shows the effect of
virtually speeding up f by 40%. Each time f runs in one thread, all other threads pause for 40% of
f’s original execution time (shown as ellipsis). The difference between the runtime in (c) and the
original runtime plus nf · d—the number of times f ran times the delay size—is the same as the
effect of actually optimizing f.
5.1.4 Ending an Experiment
COZ ends the experiment after a pre-determined time has elapsed. If there were too few visits to
progress points during the experiment—five is the default minimum—COZ doubles the experiment
time for the rest of the execution. Once the experiment has completed, the profiler thread logs the
results of the experiment, including the effective duration of the experiment (runtime minus the total
inserted delay), the selected line and speedup, and the number of visits to all progress points. Before
beginning the next experiment, COZ will pause for a brief cooloff period to allow any remaining
samples to be processed before the next experiment begins.
5.1.5 Producing a Causal Profile
After an application has been profiled with COZ, the results of all the performance experiments
can be combined to produce a causal profile. Each experiment has two independent variables: the line
chosen for virtual speedup and the amount of virtual speedup. COZ records the dependent variable,
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the rate of visits to each progress point, in two numbers: the total number of visits to each progress
point and the effective duration of the experiment (the real runtime minus the total length of all
pauses). Experiments with the same independent variables can be combined by adding the progress
point visits and experiment durations.
Once experiments have been combined, COZ groups experiments by the line that was virtually
sped up. Any lines that do not have a measurement of 0% virtual speedup are discarded; without
this baseline measurement we cannot compute a percent speedup relative to the original program.
Measuring this baseline separately for each line guarantees that any line-dependent overhead from
virtual speedups, such as the additional cross-thread communication required to insert delays when a
frequently-executed line runs, will not skew profile results. By default, COZ will also discard any
lines with fewer than 5 different virtual speedup amounts (a plot that only shows the effect of a 75%
virtual speedup is not particularly useful). Finally, we compute the percent program speedup for each
grouped experiment as the percent change in rate of visits to each progress point over the baseline
(virtual speedup of 0%). COZ then plots the resulting table of line and program speedups for each
line, producing the profile graphs shown in this chapter.
5.1.6 Interpreting a Causal Profile
Once causal profile graphs have been generated, it is up to the user to interpret them and make an
educated choice about which lines may be possible to optimize. To help the user identify important
lines, COZ sorts the graphs by the slope of their linear regression. Steep upward slopes indicate a line
where optimizations will generally have a positive impact, while a flat line indicates that optimizing
this line will not improve program performance. COZ also finds lines with a steep downward slope,
meaning any optimization to this line will actually hurt performance. This downward sloping profile
is a strong indication of contention; the line that was virtually sped up interferes with the program’s
critical path, and optimizing this line increases the amount of interference. This phenomenon is
surprisingly common, and can often result in significant optimization opportunities. In our evaluation
we identify and fix contention issues in three applications: fluidanimate, streamcluster,
and memcached, resulting in speedups of 37.5%, 68.4%, and 9.4% respectively.
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5.2 Implementation
This section describes COZ’s basic functionality and implementation. We briefly discuss the
core mechanisms required to support profiling unmodified Linux x86-64 executables, along with
implementation details for each of the key components of a causal profiler: performance experiments,
progress points, and virtual speedups.
5.2.1 Core Mechanisms
COZ uses sampling to implement both virtual speedups and progress points. When a user starts
a program with the coz command, COZ injects a profiling runtime library into the program’s
address space using LD PRELOAD. This runtime library creates a dedicated profiler thread to run
performance experiments, but also intercepts each thread startup and shutdown to start and stop
sampling in the thread using the perf even API. Using the perf event API, COZ collects
both the current program counter and user-space call stack from each thread every 1ms. To keep
overhead low, COZ processes samples in batches of ten by default (every 10ms). Processing samples
more frequently is unlikely to improve accuracy, as the additional overhead would distort program
execution.
5.2.1.1 Attributing Samples to Source Locations
COZ uses DWARF debug information to map sampled program counter values to source locations.
The profiled program does not need to contain DWARF line information; COZ will use the same
search procedure as GDB to locate external debug information if necessary [28]. Note that debug
information is available even for optimized code, and most Linux distributions offer packages that
include this information for common libraries.
By default, COZ will only collect debug information for the main executable. This means COZ
will only test potential optimizations in the main program’s source files. Users can specify a source
scope to control which source files COZ will select lines from to evaluate potential optimizations.
Likewise, users can specify a binary scope to control which executables and libraries will be profiled.
Users should use these scope options to specify exactly which code they are willing or able to change
to improve their program’s performance.
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5.2.2 Performance Experiment Implementation
COZ uses a dedicated profiler thread to coordinate performance experiments. This thread is
responsible for selecting a line to virtually speed up, selecting the size of the virtual speedup,
measuring the effect of the virtual speedup on progress points, and writing profiler output.
5.2.2.1 Starting a Performance Experiment
A single profiler thread, created during program initialization, coordinates performance experi-
ments. Before an experiment can begin, the profiler selects a source line to virtually speed up. To do
this, all program threads sample their instruction pointers and map these addresses to source lines.
The first thread to sample a source line that falls within the specified profiling scope sets this as the
line selected for virtual speedup.
Once the profiler receives a valid line from one of the program’s threads, it chooses a random
virtual speedup between 0% and 100%, in multiples of 5%. For any given virtual speedup, the
effect on program performance is 1− psp0 , where p0 is the period between progress point visits with
no virtual speedup, and ps is the same period measured with some virtual speedup s. Because p0
is required to compute program speedup for every ps, a virtual speedup of 0 is selected with 50%
probability. The remaining 50% is distributed evenly over the other virtual speedup amounts.
Lines for virtual speedup must be selected randomly to prevent bias in the results of performance
experiments. A seemingly reasonably (but invalid) approach would be to begin conducting perfor-
mance experiments with small virtual speedups, gradually increasing the speedup until it no longer
has an effect on program performance. However, this approach may both over- and under-state the
impact of optimizing a particular line if its impact varies over time.
For example, a line that has no performance impact during a program’s initialization would
not be measured later in execution, when optimizing it could have significant performance benefit.
Conversely, a line that only affects performance during initialization would have exaggerated per-
formance impact unless future experiments re-evaluate virtual speedup values for this line during
normal execution. Any systematic approach to exploring the space of virtual speedup values could
potentially lead to systematic bias in the profile output.
Once a line and speedup amount have been selected, COZ saves the current values of all progress
point counters and begins the performance experiment.
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5.2.2.2 Running a Performance Experiment
Once a performance experiment has started, each of the program’s threads processes samples and
inserts delays to perform virtual speedups. After the pre-determined experiment time has elapsed,
the profiler thread logs the end of the experiment, including the current time, the number and size of
delays inserted for virtual speedup, the running count of samples in the selected line, and the values
for all progress point counters. After a performance experiment has finished, COZ waits until all
samples collected during the current experiment have been processed. By default, COZ will process
samples in groups of ten, so this pause time is just ten times the sampling rate of 1ms. Lengthening
this cooloff period will reduce COZ’s overhead by inserting fewer delays at the cost of increased
profiling time to conduct the same number of performance experiments.
5.2.3 Progress Point Implementation
COZ supports three mechanisms for monitoring progress points: source-level, breakpoint, and
sampled.
5.2.3.1 Source-level Progress Points
Source-level progress points are the only progress points that require program modification. To
indicate a source-level progress point, a developer simply inserts the COZ PROGRESS macro in the
program’s source code at the appropriate location.
5.2.3.2 Breakpoint Progress Points
Breakpoint progress points are specified at the command line. COZ uses the Linux perf event
API to set a breakpoint at the first instruction in a line specified in the profiler arguments.
5.2.3.3 Sampled Progress Points
Sampled progress points are specified on the command line. However, unlike source-level and
breakpoint progress points, sampled progress points do not keep a count of the number of visits to
the progress point. Instead, sampled progress points count the number of samples that fall within the
specified line. As with virtual speedups, the percent change in visits to a sampled progress point can
be computed even when exact counts are unknown.
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5.2.3.4 Measuring Latency
Source-level and breakpoint progress points can also be used to measure the impact of an
optimization on latency rather than throughput. To measure latency, a developer must specify two
progress points: one at the start of some operation, and the other at the end. The rate of visits to the
starting progress point measures the arrival rate, and the difference between the counts at the start
and end points tells us how many requests are currently in progress. By denoting L as the number
of requests in progress and λ as the arrival rate, we can solve for the average latency W via Little’s
Law, which holds for nearly any queuing system: L = λW [52]. Rewriting Little’s Law, we then
compute the average latency as L/λ.
Little’s Law holds under a wide variety of circumstances, and is independent of the distributions
of the arrival rate and service time. The key requirement is that Little’s Law only holds when the
system is stable: the arrival rate cannot exceed the service rate. Note that all usable systems are
stable: if a system is unstable, its latency will grow without bound since the system will not be able
to keep up with arrivals.
5.2.4 Virtual Speedup Implementation
A critical component of any causal profiler is the ability to virtually speed up any fragment of
code. A naive implementation of virtual speedups is shown in Figure 5.3; each time the function f
runs, all other threads are paused briefly. If f has an average runtime of t¯f each time it is called and
threads are paused for time d each time f runs, then f has an effective average runtime of t¯f − d.
If the real runtime of f was t¯f − d, but we forced every thread in the program to pause for time
d after f ran (including the thread that just executed f) we would measure the same total runtime as
with a virtual speedup. The only difference between virtual speedup and a real speedup with these
additional pauses is that we use the time d to allow one thread to finish executing f. The pauses
inserted for virtual speedup increase the total runtime by nf · d, where nf is the total number of
times f by any thread. Subtracting nf · d from the total runtime with virtual speedup gives us the
execution time we would measure if f had runtime tf − d.
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5.2.5 Implementing Virtual Speedup with Sampling
The previous discussion of virtual speedups assumes an implementation where every time a
specific line of code executes all other threads instantaneously pause for a very brief time (a fraction
of the time require to run a single line). Unfortunately, this approach would incur prohibitively high
overhead that would distort program execution, making the profile useless. Instead, COZ periodically
samples the program counter and counts samples that fall in the line selected for virtual speedup.
Then, other threads are delayed proportionally to the number of samples. The number of samples in
the selected line, s, is approximately
s ≈ n · t¯
P
(5.1)
where P is the period of time between samples, t¯ is the average time required to run the selected line
once, and n is the number of times the selected line is executed.
In our original model of virtual speedups, delaying other threads by time d each time the selected
line is executed has the effect of shortening this line’s runtime by d. With sampling, only some
executions of the selected line will result in delays. The effective runtime of the selected line when
sampled is t¯− d, while executions of the selected line that are not sampled simply take time t¯. The
effective average time to run the selected line is
t¯e =
(n− s) · t¯+ s · (t¯− d)
n
. (5.2)
Using (5.1), this reduces to
t¯e =
n · t¯ · (1− t¯P ) + n·t¯P · (t¯− d)
n
= t¯ · (1− d
P
) (5.3)
The relative difference between t and t¯e, the amount of virtual speedup, is simply
∆t¯ = 1− t¯e
t¯
=
d
P
. (5.4)
This result lets COZ virtually speed up selected lines by a specific amount without instrumentation.
Inserting a delay that is one quarter of the sampling period will virtually speed up the selected line by
25%.
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5.2.5.1 Pausing Other Threads
When one thread receives a sample in the line selected for virtual speedup, all other threads
must pause. Rather than using POSIX signals, which would have prohibitively high overhead, COZ
controls inter-thread pausing using counters. The first counter, shared by all threads, records the
number of times each thread should have paused so far. Each thread has a local counter of the number
of times that thread has already paused. Whenever a thread’s local count of pauses is less than the
number of required pauses in the global counter, a thread must pause (and increment its local counter).
To signal all other threads to pause, a thread simply increments both the global counter and its own
local counter. Every thread checks if pauses are required after processing its own samples.
5.2.5.2 Ensuring Accurate Timing
COZ uses the nanosleep POSIX function to insert delays. This function only guarantees that
the thread will pause for at least the requested time, but the pause may be longer than requested.
COZ tracks any excess pause time, which is subtracted from future pauses.
5.2.5.3 Thread Creation
To start sampling and adjust delays, COZ interposes on the pthread create function. COZ
first initiates perf event sampling in the new thread. It then inherits the parent thread’s local
delay count; any previously inserted delays to the parent thread also delayed the creation of the new
thread.
5.2.5.4 Handling Suspended Threads
COZ only collects samples and inserts delays in a thread while that thread is actually executing.
This means that required delays will accumulate in a thread while it is suspended. When a thread is
suspended on a blocking I/O operation, this is the desired behavior; pausing the thread while it is
already suspended on I/O would not delay the thread’s progress. COZ simply adds these delays after
the thread unblocks.
However, a thread can also be suspended while waiting for a mutex or other POSIX synchroniza-
tion primitive. As with blocking I/O, required delays will accumulate while the thread is suspended,
but COZ may not need to insert all of these delays when the thread resumes. When one thread
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Potentially unblocking calls
pthread mutex unlock unlock a mutex
pthread cond signal wake one waiter on a c.v.
pthread cond broadcast wake all waiters on c.v.
pthread barrier wait wait at a barrier
pthread kill send signal to a thread
pthread exit terminate this thread
Table 5.1: POSIX functions that COZ intercepts to handle thread wakeup. To ensure correctness of
virtual speedups, COZ forces threads to execute any unconsumed delays before invoking any of these
functions and potentially waking another thread.
Potentially blocking calls
pthread mutex lock lock a mutex
pthread cond wait wait on a condition variable
pthread barrier wait wait at a barrier
pthread join wait for a thread to complete
sigwait wait for a signal
sigwaitinfo wait for a signal
sigtimedwait wait for a signal (with timeout)
sigsuspend wait for a signal
Table 5.2: POSIX functions that COZ intercepts to handle thread blocking. COZ intercepts calls to
these functions to update delay counts before and after blocking.
resumes after waiting for a mutex, another thread must have unlocked that mutex. If the unlocking
thread has executed all the required delays, then the blocked thread has effectively already been
delayed; it should not insert any additional delays after unblocking.
To correctly handle suspended threads, a causal profiler must follow a simple rule: If a suspended
thread resumes execution because of another thread, the suspended thread should be “credited” for
any delays inserted in the thread responsible for waking it up. Otherwise, the thread should insert
all the necessary delays that accumulated during the time the thread was suspended. To simplify
the implementation of this policy, COZ forces a thread to execute all required delays before it does
anything that could block that thread (see Table 5.2) or wake a suspended thread (shown in Table 5.1).
This means that any resumed thread can skip any required delays after returning from a call which
may have blocked the thread. Note that this special handling is only required for operations that
can suspend a thread. COZ can accommodate programs with ad-hoc synchronization that does not
suspend threads with no special handling.
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5.2.5.5 Attributing Samples to Source Lines
Samples are attributed to source lines using the source map constructed at startup. When a sample
does not fall in any in-scope source line, the profiler walks the sampled callchain to find the first
in-scope address. This has the effect of attributing all out-of-scope execution to the last in-scope
callsite responsible. For example, a program may call printf, which calls vfprintf, which in
turn calls strlen. Any samples collected during this chain of calls will be attributed to the source
line that issues the original printf call.
5.2.5.6 Optimization: Minimizing Delays
If every thread executes the selected line, forcing each thread to delay num threads − 1 times
unnecessarily slows execution. If all but one thread executes the selected line, only that thread needs
to pause. The invariant that must be preserved is the following: for each thread, the number of pauses
plus the number of samples in the selected line must be equal. When a sample falls in the selected
line, COZ increments only the local delay count. If the local delay count is still less than the global
delay count after processing all available samples, COZ inserts pauses. If the local delay count is
larger than global delay count, the thread increases the global delay count.
5.2.5.7 Adjusting for phases
COZ randomly selects a recently-executed line of code at the start of each performance experiment.
This increases the likelihood that experiments will yield useful information—a virtual speedup would
have no effect on lines that never run—but could bias results for programs with phases.
If a program runs in phases, optimizing a line will not have any effect on progress rate during
periods when the line is not being run. However, COZ will not run performance experiments for the
line during these periods because only currently-executing lines are selected. If left uncorrected, this
bias would lead COZ to overstate the effect of optimizing lines that run in phases.
To eliminate this bias, we break the program’s execution into two logical phases: phase A, during
which the selected line runs, and phase B, when it does not. These phases need not be contiguous.
The total runtime T = tA + tB is the sum of the durations of the two phases. The average progress
rate during the entire execution is:
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P =
T
N
=
tA + tB
N
. (5.5)
COZ collects samples during the entire execution, recording the number of samples in each
line. We define s to be the number of samples in the selected line, of which sobs occur during a
performance experiment with duration tobs. The expected number of samples during the experiment
is:
E[sobs] = s · tobs
tA
, therefore tA ≈ s · tobs
sobs
. (5.6)
COZ measures the effect of a virtual speedup during phase A,
∆pA =
pA − pA′
pA
where pA′ and pA are the average progress periods with and without a virtual speedup; this can be
rewritten as:
∆pA =
tA
nA
− tA′nA
tA
nA
=
tA − tA′
tA
(5.7)
where nA is the number of progress point visits during phase A. Using (5.5), the new value for P
with the virtual speedup is
P ′ =
tA
′ + tB
N
and the percent change in P is
∆P =
P − P ′
P
=
tA+tB
N − tA
′+tB
N
T
N
=
tA − tA′
T
.
Finally, using (5.6) and (5.7),
∆P = ∆pA
tA
T
≈ ∆pA · tobs
sobs
· s
T
. (5.8)
COZ multiplies all measured speedups, ∆pA, by the correction factor tobssobs · sT in its final report.
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Summary of Optimization Results
Application Speedup Diff Size LOC
blackscholes 2.56%± 0.41% −61, +4 342
dedup 8.95%± 0.27% −3, +3 2,570
ferret 21.27%± 0.17% −4, +4 5,937
fluidanimate 37.5%± 0.56% −1, +0 1,015
streamcluster 68.4%± 1.12% −1, +0 1,779
swaptions 15.8%± 1.10% −10, +16 970
Memcached 9.39%± 0.95% −6, +2 10,475
SQLite 25.60%± 1.00% −7, +7 92,635
Table 5.3: Results for benchmarks optimized using COZ. All benchmarks were run ten times before
and after optimization. Standard error for speedup was computed using Efron’s bootstrap method,
where speedup is defined as t0−toptt0 . All speedups are statistically significant at the 99.9% confidence
level (α = 0.001) using the one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test, which does not rely on any assumptions
about the distribution of execution times. Lines of code do not include blank or comment-only lines.
5.3 Evaluation
Our evaluation answers the following questions: (1) Does causal profiling enable effective
performance tuning? (2) Are COZ’s performance predictions accurate? (3) Is COZ’s overhead low
enough to be practical?
5.3.1 Experimental Setup
We perform all experiments on a 64 core, four socket AMD Opteron machine with 60GB of
memory, running Linux 3.14 with no modifications. All applications are compiled using GCC version
4.9.1 at the -O3 optimization level and debug information generated with -g. We disable frame
pointer elimination with the -fno-omit-frame-pointer flag so the Linux can collect accurate
call stacks with each sample. COZ is run with the default sampling period of 1ms, with sample
processing set to occur after every 10 samples. Each performance experiment runs with a cooling-off
period of 10ms after each experiment to allow any remaining samples to be processed before the
next experiment begins. Due to space limitations, we only profile throughput (and not latency) in this
evaluation.
5.3.2 Effectiveness
We demonstrate causal profiling’s effectiveness through case studies. Using COZ, we collect
causal profiles for Memcached, SQLite, and the PARSEC benchmark suite. Using these causal
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Figure 5.4: Hash function performance in dedup. In the dedup benchmark, COZ identified hash
bucket traversal as a bottleneck. These plots show collisions per-bucket before, mid-way through,
and after optimization of the dedup benchmark (note different y-axes). The dashed horizontal line
shows average collisions per-utilized bucket for each version. Fixing dedup’s hash function improved
performance by 8.9%.
profiles, we were able to make small changes to two of the real applications and six PARSEC
benchmarks, resulting in performance improvements as large as 68%. Table 5.3 summarizes the
results of our optimization efforts. We describe our experience using COZ below, with three general
outcomes: (1) cases where COZ found optimization opportunities that gprof and perf did not (dedup,
ferret, and SQLite); (2) cases where COZ identified contention (fluidanimate, streamcluster, and
Memcached); and (3) cases where both COZ and a conventional profiler identified the optimization
we implemented (blackscholes and swaptions).
5.3.2.1 Case Study: dedup
The dedup application performs parallel file compression via deduplication. This process is
divided into three main stages: fine-grained fragmentation, hash computation, and compression. We
placed a progress point immediately after dedup completes compression of a single block of data
(encoder.c:189).
COZ identifies the source line hashtable.c:217 as the best opportunity for optimization.
This code is the top of the while loop in hashtable search that traverses the linked list of
entries that have been assigned to the same hash bucket. This suggests that dedup’s shared hash table
has a significant number of collisions. Increasing the hash table size had no effect on performance.
This led us to examine dedup’s hash function, which could also be responsible for the large number
of hash table collisions. We discovered that dedup’s hash function maps keys to just 2.3% of the
available buckets; over 97% of buckets were never used during the entire execution.
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Figure 5.5: An illustration of ferret’s pipeline. The middle four stages each have an associated thread
pool; the input and output stages each consist of one thread. The colors represent the impact on
throughput of each stage, as identified by COZ: green is low impact, orange is medium impact, and
red is high impact.
The original hash function adds characters of the hash table key, which leads to virtually no high
order bits being set. The resulting hash output is then passed to a bit shifting procedure intended
to compensate for poor hash functions. We removed the bit shifting step, which increased hash
table utilization to 54.4%. We then changed the hash function to bitwise XOR 32 bit chunks of the
key. This increased hash table utilization to 82.0% and resulted in an 8.95%± 0.27% performance
improvement. Figure 5.4 shows the rate of bucket collisions of the original hash function, the
same hash function without the bit shifting “improvement”, and our final hash function. The entire
optimization required changing just three lines of code. As with ferret, this result was achieved by
one graduate student who was initially unfamiliar with the code; the entire profiling and tuning effort
took just two hours.
5.3.2.1.1 Comparison with gprof. We ran both the original and optimized versions of dedup
with gprof. As with ferret, the optimization opportunities identified by COZ were not obvious in
gprof’s output. Overall, hashtable search had the largest share of execution time at 14.38%,
but calls to hashtable search from the hash computation stage accounted for just 0.48% of
execution time; Gprof’s call graph actually obscured the importance of this code. After optimization,
hashtable search’s share of execution time reduced to 1.1%.
5.3.2.2 Case Study: ferret
The ferret benchmark performs a content-based image similarity search. Ferret consists of a
pipeline with six stages: the first and the last stages are for input and output. The middle four stages
perform image segmentation, feature extraction, indexing, and ranking. Ferret takes two arguments:
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an input file and a desired number of threads, which are divided equally across the four middle
stages. We first inserted a progress point in the final stage of the image search pipeline to measure
throughput (ferret-parallel.c:398). We then ran COZ with the source scope set to evaluate
optimizations only in ferret-parallel.c, rather than across the entire ferret toolkit.
Figure 5.6 shows the top three lines identified by COZ, using its default ranking metric. Lines
320 and 358 are calls to cass table query from the indexing and ranking stages. Line 255 is
a call to image segment in the segmentation stage. Figure 5.5 depicts ferret’s pipeline with the
associated thread pools (colors indicate COZ’s computed impact on throughput of optimizing these
stages).
Because each important line falls in a different pipeline stage, and because COZ did not find any
important lines in the queues shared by adjacent stages, we can easily “optimize” a specific line by
shifting threads to that stage. We modified femrret to let us specify the number of threads assigned to
each stage separately, a four-line change.
COZ did not find any important lines in the feature extraction stage, so we shifted threads
from this stage to the three other main stages. After three rounds of profiling and adjusting thread
assignments, we arrived at a final thread allocation of 20, 1, 22, and 21 to segmentation, feature
extraction, indexing, and ranking respectively. The reallocation of threads led to a 21.27%± 0.17%
speedup over the original configuration, using the same number of threads.
5.3.2.2.1 Comparison with gprof. We also ran ferret with gprof in both the initial and final
configurations. Optimization opportunities are not immediately obvious from that profile. For
example, in the flat profile, the function cass table query appears near the bottom of the
ranking, and is tied with 56 other functions for most cumulative time.
Gprof also offers little guidance for optimizing ferret. In fact, its output was virtually unchanged
before and after our optimization, despite a large performance change.
5.3.2.3 Case Study: SQLite
The SQLite database library is widely used by many applications to store relational data. The
embedded database, which can be included as a single large C file, is used for many applications
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Figure 5.6: COZ output for the unmodified ferret application. The x-axis shows the amount of
virtual speedup applied to each line, versus the resulting change in throughput on the y-axis. The top
two lines are executed by the indexing and ranking stages; the third line is executed during image
segmentation.
Causal Profile for SQLite
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Figure 5.7: A causal profile for SQLite. The three lines shown from correspond to the function
prologues for sqlite3MemSize, pthreadMutexLeave, and pcache1Fetch. A small opti-
mization to each of these lines will improve program performance, but beyond about a 25% speedup
to each line, COZ predicts that the optimization would actually lead to a slowdown. Changing indirect
calls into direct calls for these functions improved overall performance by 25.6%± 1.0%.
including Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera, Skype, iTunes, and is a standard component of Android,
iOS, Blackberry 10 OS, and Windows Phone 8. We evaluated SQLite performance using a write-
intensive parallel workload, where each thread rapidly inserts rows to its own private table. While this
benchmark is synthetic, it exposes any scalability bottlenecks in the database engine itself because
all threads should theoretically operate independently. We placed a progress point in the benchmark
itself (which is linked with the database), which executes after each insertion.
COZ identified three important optimization opportunities, shown in Figure 5.7. At startup,
SQLite populates a large number of structs with function pointers to implementation-specific func-
tions, but most of these functions are only ever given a default value determined by compile-time
options. The three functions COZ identified unlock a standard pthread mutex, retrieve the next item
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Conventional Profile for SQLite
% Runtime Symbol
85.55% _raw_spin_lock
1.76% x86_pmu_enable_all
... 30 lines ...
0.10% rcu_irq_enter
0.09% sqlite3MemSize
0.09% source_load
... 26 lines ...
0.03% __queue_work
0.03% pcache1Fetch
0.03% kmem_cache_free
0.03% update_cfs_rq_blocked_load
0.03% pthreadMutexLeave
0.03% sqlite3MemMalloc
Figure 5.8: A conventional profile for SQLite, collected using the Linux perf tool. The lines we
found using COZ’s output and optimized are shown in bold. These lines make up just 0.15% of total
program runtime, but small optimizations to these lines produced a 25.6%± 1.0% program speedup.
from a shared page cache, and get the size of an allocated object. These simple functions do very
little work, so the overhead of the indirect function call is relatively high. Replacing these indirect
calls with direct calls resulted in a 25.60%± 1.00% speedup.
5.3.2.3.1 Comparison with conventional profilers. Unfortunately, running SQLite with gprof
segfaults immediately. The application does run with the Linux perf tool, which reports that the three
functions COZ identified account for a total of just 0.15% of total runtime (shown in Figure 5.8).
Using perf, a developer would be misled into thinking that optimizing these functions would be a
waste of time. COZ accurately shows that the opposite is true: optimizing these functions has a
dramatic impact on performance.
5.3.2.4 Case Study: fluidanimate
The fluidanimate benchmark, also provided by Intel, is a physical simulation of an incompressible
fluid for animation. The application spawns worker threads that execute in eight concurrent phases,
separated by a barrier. We placed a progress point immediately after the barrier, so it executes each
time all threads complete a phase of the computation.
COZ identifies a single modest potential speedup in the thread creation code, but there was no
obvious way to speed up this code. However, COZ also identified two significant points of contention,
indicated by a downward sloping causal profile. Figure 5.9 shows COZ’s output for these two lines.
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Causal Profile for fluidanimate
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Figure 5.9: COZ output for fluidanimate, prior to optimization. COZ finds evidence of contention in
two lines in parsec barrier.cpp, the custom barrier implementation used by both fluidanimate
and streamcluster. This causal profile reports that optimizing either line will slow down the application,
not speed it up. These lines precede calls to pthread mutex trylock on a contended mutex.
Optimizing this code would increase contention on the mutex and interfere with the application’s
progress. Replacing this inefficient barrier implementation sped up fluidanimate and streamcluster
by 37.5% and 68.4% respectively.
This result tells us that optimizing the indicated line of code would actually slow down the program,
rather than speed it up. Both lines COZ identifies are in a custom barrier implementation, immediately
before entering a loop that repeatedly calls pthread mutex trylock. Removing this spinning
from the barrier would reduce the contention, but it was simpler to replace the custom barrier with
the default pthread barrier implementation. This one line change led to a 37.5% ± 0.56%
speedup.
5.3.2.5 Case Study: streamcluster
The streamcluster benchmark performs online clustering of streaming data. As with fluidanimate,
worker threads execute in concurrent phases separated by a custom barrier, where we placed a
progress point. COZ identified a call to a random number generator as a potential line for optimization.
Replacing this call with a lightweight random number generator had a modest effect on performance
(˜2% speedup). As with fluidanimate, COZ highlighted the custom barrier implementation as a
major source of contention. Replacing this barrier with the default pthread barrier led to a
68.4%± 1.12% speedup.
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5.3.2.6 Case Study: Memcached
Memcached is a widely-used in-memory caching system. To evaluate cache performance, we
ran a benchmark ported from the Redis performance benchmark. This program spawns 50 parallel
clients that collectively issue 100,000 SET and GET requests for randomly chosen keys. We placed a
progress point at the end of the process command function, which handles each client request.
Most of the lines COZ identifies are cases of contention, with a characteristic downward-sloping
causal profile plot. One such line is at the start of item remove, which locks an item in the
cache and then decrements its reference count, freeing it if the count goes to zero. To reduce lock
initialization overhead, Memcached uses a static array of locks to protect items, where each item
selects its lock using a hash of its key. Consequently, locking any one item can potentially contend
with independent accesses to other items whose keys happen to hash to the same lock index. Because
reference counts are updated atomically, we can safely remove the lock from this function, which
resulted in a 9.39%± 0.95% speedup.
5.3.2.7 Case Study: blackscholes
The blackscholes benchmark, provided by Intel, solves the Black–Scholes differential equation
to price a portfolio of stock options. We placed a progress point after each thread completes one
round of the iterative approximation to the differential equation (blackscholes.c:259). COZ
identifies many lines in the CNDF and BlkSchlsEqEuroNoDiv functions that would have a small
impact if optimized. This same code was identified as a bottleneck by ParaShares [45]; this is
the only optimization we describe here that was previously reported. This block of code performs
the main numerical work of the program, and uses many temporary variables to break apart the
complex computation. Manually eliminating common subexpressions and combining 61 piecewise
calculations into 4 larger expressions resulted in a 2.56%± 0.41% program speedup.
5.3.2.8 Case Study: swaptions
The swaptions benchmark is a Monte Carlo pricing algorithm for swaptions, a type of fi-
nancial derivative. Like blackscholes and fluidanimate, this program was developed by Intel.
We placed a progress point after each iteration of the main loop executed by worker threads
(HJM Securities.cpp:99).
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Results for Unoptimized Applications
Benchmark Progress Point Top Optimization
bodytrack TicketDispenser.h line 106 ParticleFilter.h line 262
canneal annealer thread.cpp line 87 netlist elem.cpp line 82
facesim taskQDistCommon.c line 109 MATRIX 3X3.h line 136
freqmine fp tree.cpp line 383 fp tree.cpp line 301
raytrace BinnedAllDimsSaveSpace.cxx line 98 RTEmulatedSSE.hxx line 784
vips threadgroup.c line 360 im Lab2LabQ.c line 98
x264 encoder.c line 1165 common.c line 687
Table 5.4: Summary of progress points and causal profile results for the remaining PARSEC bench-
marks.
COZ identified three significant optimization opportunities, all inside nested loops over a large
multidimensional array. One of these loops zeroed out consecutive values. A second loop filled part
of the same large array with values from a distribution function, with no obvious opportunities for
optimization. The third nested loop iterated over the same array again, but traversed the dimensions
in an irregular order. Reordering these loops and replacing the first loop with a call to memset sped
execution by 15.8%± 1.10%.
5.3.2.9 Effectiveness Summary
Our case studies confirm that COZ is effective at identifying optimization opportunities and
guiding performance tuning. In every case, the information COZ provided led us directly to the
optimization we implemented. In most cases, COZ identified around 20 lines of interest, with as
many as 50 for larger programs (Memcached and x264). COZ identified optimization opportunities
in all of the PARSEC benchmarks, but some required more invasive changes that are out of scope for
an evaluation of COZ’s effectiveness. Table 5.4 summarizes our findings for the remaining PARSEC
benchmarks. We have submitted patches to the developers of all the applications we optimized.
5.3.3 Accuracy
For most of the optimizations described above, it is not possible to quantify the effect our
optimization had on the specific lines that COZ identified. However, for two of our case studies—
ferret and dedup—we can directly compute the effect our optimization had on the line COZ identified
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Figure 5.10: Percent overhead for each of COZ’s possible sources of overhead. Delays are the
overhead due to adding delays for virtual speedups, Sampling is the cost of collecting and processing
samples, and Startup is the initial cost of processing debugging information. Note that sampling
results in slight performance improvements for swaptions, vips, and x264.
and compare the resulting speedup to COZ’s predictions. Our results show that COZ’s predictions are
highly accurate.
To optimize ferret, we increased the number of threads for the indexing stage from 16 to 22,
which increases the throughput of line 320 by 27%. COZ predicted that this improvement would
result in a 21.4% program speedup, which is nearly the same as the 21.2% we observe.
For dedup, COZ identified the top of the while loop that traverses a hash bucket’s linked list.
By replacing the degenerate hash function, we reduced the average number of elements in each
hash bucket from 76.7 to just 2.09. This change reduces the number of iterations from 77.7 to 3.09
(accounting for the final trip through the loop). This reduction corresponds to a speedup of the line
COZ identified by 96%. For this speedup, COZ predicted a performance improvement of 9%, very
close to our observed speedup of 8.95%.
5.3.4 Efficiency
We measure COZ’s profiling overhead on the PARSEC benchmarks running with the native
inputs. The sole exception is streamcluster, where we use the test inputs because execution time was
excessive with the native inputs.
Figure 5.10 breaks down the total overhead of running COZ on each of the PARSEC benchmarks
by category. The average overhead with COZ is 17.6%. COZ collects debug information at startup,
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which contributes 2.6% to the average overhead. Sampling during program execution and attributing
these samples to lines using debug information is responsible for 4.8% of the average overhead. The
remaining overhead (10.2%) comes from the delays COZ inserts to perform virtual speedups.
These results were collected by running each benchmark in four configurations. First, each
program was run without COZ to measure a baseline execution time. In the second configuration,
each program was run with COZ, but execution terminated immediately after startup work was
completed. Third, programs were run with COZ configured to sample the program’s execution but
not to insert delays (effectively testing only virtual speedups of size zero). Finally, each program was
run with COZ fully enabled. The difference in execution time between each successive configuration
give us the startup, sampling, and delay overheads, respectively.
5.3.4.1 Reducing Overhead
Most programs have sufficiently long running times (mean: 103s) to amortize the cost of
processing debug information, but especially large executables can be expensive to process at startup
(x264 and vips, for example). COZ could be modified to collect and process debug information
lazily to reduce startup overhead. Sampling overhead comes mainly from starting and stopping
sampling with the perf event API at thread creation and exit. This cost could be amortized by
sampling globally instead of per-thread, which would require root permissions on most machines. If
the perf event API supported sampling all threads in a process this overhead could be eliminated.
Delay overhead, the largest component of COZ’s total overhead, could be reduced by allowing
programs to execute normally for some time between each experiment. Increasing the time between
experiments would significantly reduce overhead, but a longer profiling run would be required to
collect a usable profile.
5.3.4.2 Efficiency Summary
COZ’s profiling overhead is on average 17.6% (minimum: 0.1%, maximum: 65%). For all but
three of the benchmarks, its overhead was under 30%. Given that the widely used gprof profiler can
impose much higher overhead (e.g., 6× for ferret, versus 6% with COZ), these results confirm that
COZ has sufficiently low overhead to be used in practice.
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5.4 Conclusion
Profilers are the primary tool in the programmer’s toolbox for identifying performance tuning
opportunities. Previous profilers only observe actual executions and correlate code with execution
time or performance counters. This information can be of limited use because the amount of time
spent does not necessarily correspond to where programmers should focus their optimization efforts.
Past profilers are also limited to reporting end-to-end execution time, an unimportant quantity
for servers and interactive applications whose key metrics of interest are throughput and latency.
Causal profiling is a new, experiment-based approach that establishes causal relationships between
hypothetical optimizations and their effects. By virtually speeding up lines of code, causal profiling
identifies and quantifies the impact on either throughput or latency of any degree of optimization to
any line of code. Our prototype causal profiler, COZ, is efficient, accurate, and effective at guiding
optimization efforts.
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CHAPTER 6
AMP: SCALABILITY PREDICTION AND GUIDANCE WITH LOAD
AMPLIFICATION
Performance evaluation is an important part of the testing process before software is released,
but test environments bear little resemblance to deployment. One key difference between testing
and deployment is load; testing a full-scale version of a software service would require developers
to have exclusive control over an exact duplicate of the production environment, which would be a
substantial burden for most developers. Additional resources are required to generate realistic load for
testing, potentially requiring hundreds or thousands of machines [25]. While some companies have
the necessary resources to perform comprehensive performance testing, the required infrastructure
is out of reach for most developers. As a result, software is almost certainly deployed without
comprehensive performance testing.
Figure 6.1 shows a simple multithreaded program that uses the producer–consumer pattern to
handle arriving work items. This program creates a set of producer threads, which generate tasks
and add them to a work queue, as well as a set of consumer threads, which take tasks from the work
queue and complete them. To make it as easy as possible to reason about the performance of this
program, the time to produce a task is configured to be exactly the same as the time required to
run the task. Synchronization is not shown in this example, but the actual implementation uses an
unbounded queue; producers will never block when adding a task to the work queue, but consumers
will block when the queue is empty.
Figure 6.2 shows the performance of this program under increasing load using two producer
threads. For this application, increased load means a shorter time between task creation events in
the two producer threads. With two consumers, the system is balanced; the mean time between task
creations is exactly equal to task execution time divided by the number of consumer threads that
actually execute these tasks. Decreasing the task creation time results in a very slight performance
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Code for example.cpp
1 work_queue tasks;
2
3 void producer_fn() {
4 while(!done) {
5 // Create a new task
6 task t = task::produce();
7 // Add the task to the work queue
8 tasks.add(t);
9 }
10 }
11
12 void consumer_fn() {
13 while(!done) {
14 // Get the next task or block if non are available
15 task t = tasks.get_next();
16 // Run the new task
17 t.run();
18 }
19 }
20
21 int main(int argc, char** argv) {
22 thread_pool producers(NUM_PRODUCERS, producer_fn);
23 thread_pool consumers(NUM_CONSUMERS, consumer_fn);
24 consumers.join();
25 producers.join();
26 return 0;
27 }
Figure 6.1: A simple multithreaded program with a scalability issue that will not appear in testing.
This program creates a thread pool with NUM THREADS threads. Each thread waits for a task to
arrive, acquires a lock, executes the task in isolation, then releases the lock.
improvement, likely because a higher load reduces the number of times a consumer thread will
suspend briefly before the next item is added to the task queue. With three and four consumer threads,
the system is starved waiting for inputs; increasing the load improves the throughput in both versions
up to the point where the rate of task creations matches task completion time divided by the number
of consumer threads. These results were collected by changing the time each producer waits before
creating a new task, but this approach is unlikely to work in a real system; task creation may depend
on network events, I/O operations, or computationally-intensive work. To evaluate the scalability
of a real system, developers need a way to generate higher load than is actually feasible in a test
environment.
This chapter introduces load amplification, which allows developers to create the effect of
increased load on a software system. By simulating the effect of increased load in a running
program, load amplification can expose scalability issues that result from either hardware and
software contention. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach we present AMP, an extension
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Real Scalability of example.cpp
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Figure 6.2: Scalability measurements for the program in Figure 6.1. The x-axis shows the amount of
increased load, where 0% is the original load on the program and 100% reduces the task inter-arrival
time to zero. The y-axis shows the percent increase in program performance; a 2x performance
increase is a 50% reduction in program runtime. Increasing load only improves performance when
consumers outnumber producers, but tapers off beyond the point where load is sufficient to keep all
consumers busy. All points are the average execution time over ten runs.
to COZ. AMP can predict the scalability of an application under increasing load, or can use load
amplification in combination with causal profiling to pinpoint lines of code where optimizations
would improve scalability. To use AMP, developers simply mark an arrival point using a macro
in the program source. This point should execute once each time a task arrives. AMP uses virtual
speedup to create the effect of an increased arrival rate with no modifications to the program.
Figure 6.3 shows AMP’s predictions for the example program in Figure 6.1, with an arrival point
placed just before line 8 in example.cpp. Unlike in Figure 6.2, no change was made to the task
creation time; these results were collected without modifications to the example program, except to
vary the number of consumer threads. These predictions show that AMP can be used to accurately
predict the scalability of programs where it is impractical or impossible to generate increased load in
a test environment. Furthermore, AMP can be used in combination with COZ to identify potential
optimizations that will improve performance at increased load. This process, which is described in
Section 6.2, gives developers the ability to find and fix scalability bottlenecks on software that has
not yet been run at scale.
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Predicted Scalability of example.cpp
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Figure 6.3: AMP’s scalability predictions for the program in Figure 6.1. Each point is the average
effective runtime (adjusted using virtual speedup) over ten runs. Using load amplification, AMP is
able to create the effect of increased load on the program, then directly measure the performance
under this increased load. AMP’s predictions closely match the real scalability of this program in
each configuration, shown in Figure 6.2.
6.0.1 Contributions
This chapter makes the following contributions:
1. It presents load amplification, an extension to virtual speedup that can simulate the effect of
increased load on a system.
2. It presents AMP, an implementation of load amplification as an extension to COZ. Developers
simply mark an arrival point in the code, and AMP uses virtual speedups to multiply the rate
of requests by some specified amount.
3. It outlines the use of AMP and COZ in combination, which gives developers the ability to
identify potential optimizations that will improve a system’s performance at scale.
6.1 Design and Implementation
This section describes the usage model for AMP and the basic mechanisms required to perform
load amplification.
6.1.1 Using AMP
Before a program can be run with AMP, the developer must mark at least one point in the program
as an arrival point by inserting the COZ ARRIVAL macro somewhere in the program. This point
should execute once every time a request arrives at the system. For programs that use COZ’s latency
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profiling points, the COZ BEGIN point is automatically considered an arrival point. The latter method
of specifying an arrival point allows AMP to measure the effect of increasing load on both the rate
of requests completing this latency-critical section (rate of visits to the COZ END point) and the
effect on average latency between the two points, while the former measures only throughput at the
program’s progress points.
Once the developer has specified an arrival point, AMP can use virtual speedup—a mechanism
shared with causal profiling—to increase the effective rate of visits to this point in the program. The
amount that this rate is increased is up to the developer; unlike with causal profiling, it would not
make sense for AMP to select a load increase at random. The developer is responsible for determining
a target load on the system, the amount of load that is actually generated under test conditions, and
computing an arrival speedup to make up the difference.
Once developers have added an arrival point, they can then run the program with AMP using
the coz driver with the addition of the --arrival-speedup=N option, where N is number of
nanoseconds that each arrival event should be sped up. To run the program with load amplification
alone, they should include the --fixed-speedup=0 flag, which tell COZ not to virtually speed
up any lines of code. The profile collected for this run will report the effective progress rate under the
amplified load during each experiment. Adding the --end-to-end flag makes the entire execution
run as part of a single experiment, where the duration of the experiment is the effective program
runtime with amplified load.
6.1.2 Amplifying Load with Virtual Speedup
While AMP relies on the virtual speedup mechanism from COZ to increase load, there are some
differences in the accounting. First, COZ does not have an accurate count of the number of visits to
a particular line of code; instead, the profiler uses samples to approximate time spent executing a
particular line of code. By virtually speeding up lines of code by a percentage rather than an absolute
amount, the number of visits to the line cancels out in the virtual speedup equation.
For load amplification, we have the opposite problem: we can track the exact number of visits to
an arrival point, but the time spent actually executing the arrival point is not meaningful. In this case,
we can only reliably create the effect of an absolute speedup rather than a percent change like with
causal profiling. It is up to the developer to select an arrival rate that makes sense for the application
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under examination. To do this, the developer should first measure the actual arrival rate on the test
environment. Say for example the test environment generates 1000 requests per second, while a
deployed service would need to handle 4000 requests per second. This means the inter-arrival time
in test is 1 millisecond, while the deployed inter-arrival time is 250 microseconds. In this case, an
arrival speedup of 750 microseconds would create the effect of full deployed load when executing in
the test environment.
A thread i keeps a count of the number of times it has executed the arrival point, ai. Each time,
this thread will be virtually sped up by delaying all other threads by some time d. Over a period of
time Ti, the effective execution time Ti′ is:
Ti
′ = Ti − d× ai (6.1)
Over this period of time, the effective inter-arrival period in thread i is:
ai
′ =
Ti − d× ai
ai
=
Ti
ai
− d (6.2)
In other words, the delay size d is just the difference between the real and effective inter-arrival
periods.
6.1.3 Implementation
The two core parts of load amplification are arrival points and inserting virtual speedup. Arrival
points allow AMP to track the number of task arrivals over time, and AMP uses this count to virtually
speed up threads that execute arrival points in order to create the effect of increased load.
Arrival points are implemented much like progress points in COZ, except instead of a single
global count of visits, an arrival point tracks per-thread arrivals. This is required because only the
thread that executes an arrival point should be virtually sped up with AMP. The first time each thread
executes an arrival point, it registers the arrival point with the AMP runtime, which then returns
the location of a thread-specific counter. The thread saves this counter location and increments the
counter on each visit.
AMP is implemented as an extension to COZ, so much of the remaining functionality is either
built on top of COZ’s mechanisms or uses them directly. COZ periodically pauses threads to handle
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samples during program execution. At the end of this handling code, AMP checks the current thread’s
arrival count and virtually speeds the thread up proportionally to the number of arrivals since the last
check. The virtual speedup is inserted using the same two counter protocol used for causal profiling,
which means the calculation of effective runtime, optimizations to eliminate unnecessary delays, and
the complex handling of blocking/unblocking operations are all inherited from COZ.
The only other change required for load amplification is in profile output; AMP logs the amount
of load amplification with each experiment in the causal profile, which allows developers to conduct
experiments over a variety of load levels and process the results separately.
One interesting consequence of building AMP on top of COZ is that the two can be used simulta-
neously; this allows developers to identify potential optimizations that will improve performance
under a target load. The following section describes this use of load amplification in detail.
6.2 Causal Profiling with Amplified Load
Deploying software without adequate performance testing is likely to expose unexpected scala-
bility bottlenecks. Load amplification can expose these issues before deployment, but AMP alone
does not help developers identify and fix scalability bottlenecks. Combining load amplification with
causal profiling makes this possible; running a program with COZ and AMP together gives users a
causal profile that shows how much an optimization will improve performance with the program
running under higher load. This section describes the interactions between causal profiling and load
amplification, guided by the example program in Figure 6.1 in the beginning of this chapter.
Recall that this example program uses a simple producer–consumer model to create and process
tasks using a shared work queue. In its initial state, the system is configured to be completely
balanced; tasks are completed at the same rate they are created. Increasing the number of consumer
threads does not improve performance because there is not enough work to keep additional consumer
threads busy. Likewise, improving the performance of the consumer threads would not speed up the
program. However, under increased load, the version of the program with two consumers would run
faster if consumers were optimized. Figure 6.4 shows these results; Both parts of the figure show
the effect of optimizing consumer threads (the t.run() call on line 17 of example.cpp) on
program performance. The left plot shows this effect on the program with unmodified load, while the
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Real Effect of Optimizing Consumers in example.cpp
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Figure 6.4: The real effect of speeding up consumers in the program from Figure 6.1. The x-axis
shows the amount that consumer threads are sped up, where 0% is the original consumer performance
and 100% reduces the execution time of each consumer to zero. The y-axis shows the percent increase
in program performance. Under the original program load, increasing consumer performance has a
negligible effect on program runtime, but under 25% increased load the two consumer version of the
program would benefit from improved consumer performance.
right plot shows a different effect when load is increased by 25%. These results were collected by
directly modifying the load and consumer execution time, not using AMP and COZ.
These results show that varying load on a program changes the importance of different lines of
code. This information would be invaluable to a developer responsible for improving performance
in deployment; both conventional and causal profiling would not show that consumer performance
is important if profiling was done at the unmodified program load. Without the ability to collect a
causal profile at increased load, it is likely this optimization opportunity would simply go unnoticed.
Figure 6.5 shows the same information, this time collected using COZ and AMP in combination rather
than directly modifying the program to create a real increase in load or implement a real speedup
in consumer threads. These results closely match the real effect of varying load and consumer
performance.
6.3 Evaluation
In this section, we use AMP to evaluate the scalability the ferret and dedup applications with the
performance fixes from Chapter 5. Using AMP, we predict the scalability of each application, and
then use AMP and COZ in combination to identify optimization opportunities that would improve the
scalability of each application.
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Predicted Effect of Optimizing Consumers in example.cpp
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Figure 6.5: The effect of speeding up consumers in the program from Figure 6.1. These predictions
are made using load amplification in combination with causal profiling. These results show the same
trend as the real effect of speeding up consumers shown in Figure 6.4, but no changes were made
to the actual load or consumer performance; both the increased load and sped up consumers were
emulated using virtual speedup.
All results in this section were collected on a system with two Intel Xeon E5-2698 v3 CPUs with
16 cores each and 128GB of RAM. Evaluations were run with Intel Turbo Boost disabled, which
caps chip frequency at the maximum sustainable frequency rather than allowing CPUs to throttle up
and down in response to temperature.
6.3.1 Case Study: Ferret
Ferret is an image similarity search pipeline from the PARSEC benchmark suite, which we first
used to evaluate COZ in Chapter 5. The PARSEC driver for ferret provides a series of 3500 images
to the application, averaging one image every 4ms. The PARSEC benchmark driver pre-loads inputs,
which is unrealistic from a deployment standpoint. Disabling this code increases the image arrival
period to 8ms. Using this 8ms inter-arrival period as a baseline, we then predict ferret’s scalability
using AMP to reduce the inter-arrival period down to 0ms in ten steps. The results of this experiment,
shown in Figure 6.6, indicate that ferret scales well up to the original 4ms inter-arrival period, but the
program becomes CPU bound when the time between requests goes below 4ms.
To find out how ferret could be modified to improve scalability, we run it with both AMP and
COZ. The predicted effect of optimizing most lines is unchanged with increased load, but AMP
and COZ identify one significant change at increased load. The ranking stage in ferret’s pipeline,
specifically line 357 of ferret-parallel.c, is bottleneck that was originally uncovered in the
evaluation of COZ alone. Figure 6.7 shows the causal profile for this line with and without load
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Figure 6.6: AMP’s scalability predictions for ferret, after incorporating optimizations from Chapter 5.
The x-axis shows the time between requests, which is artificially decreased from 8ms to 0ms using
load amplification. The y-axis the program speedup beyond the original performance at 8ms between
requests. The results show that ferret is I/O bound up to 4ms between requests, and does not scale
beyond this point.
amplification. These results show that ferret’s ranking stage becomes a significant bottleneck at
increased load. This line is important at both load levels, but the effect of optimizing the line by 40%
is nearly doubled at increased load.
Load-Amplified Causal Profile for ferret-parallel.c:357
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Figure 6.7: The causal profile results for the ranking stage in ferret with and without load amplification.
The x-axis shows the speedup line 357 in ferret-parallel.c, which dominates the ranking
stage. The y-axis shows the effect of optimizing this line of code at each load level. As load increases,
this line becomes more and more important; at a load of 2ms between arrivals, the effect of optimizing
this line nearly doubles over baseline load up to a 50% line speedup.
6.3.2 Case Study: Dedup
Dedup is a system for lossless compression that eliminates the need to store multiple copies
of blocks of data that appear multiple times in the input stream. Chapter 5 introduces dedup, and
presents an improvement to dedup’s hash function that we incorporated before running dedup with
AMP. Figure 6.8 shows AMP’s scalability predictions for dedup. The results show that dedup scales
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Figure 6.8: AMP’s scalability predictions for dedup, after incorporating optimizations from Chapter 5.
The x-axis shows the interval at which file chunks are delivered to dedup’s pipeline. The baseline of
58ms is the average time between chunks without load amplification when dedup’s input pre-loading
is disabled. The y-axis shows the program performance, where any value less than 1x corresponds to
slower execution.
very slightly with increased load, but the unmodified system is already running very near maximum
capacity.
Next, we run dedup with AMP and COZ to identify lines where optimizations could improve
dedup’s scalability. We collect causal profiles at the baseline load of 58ms between chunks and an
increased load with just 43.5ms between chunks. Dedup runs near its maximum capacity; most
causal profile results are very similar regardless of load. For example, the line encoder.c:102 is
has the largest optimization potential in both profiles. Figure 6.9 shows the causal profile for this line
with and without load amplification.
Load-Amplified Causal Profile for dedup encoder.c:102
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Figure 6.9: Load-amplified causal profile results for encoder.c:102 in dedup. The x-axis shows
the speedup line 102 in encoder.c, which compresses a block of data using zlib. The y-axis
shows the effect of optimizing this line of code at each load level. The baseline load on dedup is
enough to make the program primarily CPU-bound. As a result, this source line has roughly the
same importance regardless of load on the program.
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Load-Amplified Causal Profile for dedup rabin.c:110
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Figure 6.10: Load-amplified causal profile results for rabin.c:110 in dedup. The x-axis shows the
speedup of this line, which computes a Rabin fingerprint of each incoming chunk of data. The y-axis
shows the effect of optimizing this line of code at each load level. At the baseline load, speeding up
this line effectively increases the rate at which blocks are moved through the deduplication pipeline.
However, at increased load the pipeline is already saturated so the line no longer has any optimization
potential.
While encoder.c:102 dominates the causal profile regardless of load, there are two smaller
changes with increasing load. Line 110 of rabin.c, which computes a Rabin fingerprint of each
chunk of data before compressing it, has some optimization potential at baseline load but is no longer
important at increased load. Figure 6.10 shows the causal profiles for this line with and without
load amplification. The diminished impact of this line at increased load makes sense; computing
fingerprints faster increases the rate at which chunks of data can be provided to the compression
pipeline, but increased load accomplishes the same thing. This pipeline is already saturated at
increased load, so the optimization is no longer important.
The other line of interest is the same hash table traversal code that was optimized using COZ,
hashtable.c:220. Again, this line has significantly less optimization potential at increased load.
Figure 6.11 shows results for this line. Optimizing this line will still help performance, but the effect
is roughly halved at the increased load.
6.3.3 Evaluation Summary
This section presented an analysis of the scalability of both ferret and dedup. We find that
ferret is already running at or above peak performance on test inputs, and will not scale to handle
additional load. Dedup will scale slightly at higher load (under 2.5% increased throughput). A further
examination with AMP and COZ in combination shows that a reallocation of threads in ferret would
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Load-Amplified Causal Profile for dedup hashtable.c:220
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Figure 6.11: Load-amplified causal profile results for hashtable.c:220 in dedup. The x-axis
shows the speedup of this line, which traverses elements in the same bucket of dedup’s hash table.
The y-axis shows the effect of optimizing this line of code at each load level. As with the previous
line, the optimization potential of this line decreases significantly at increased load.
improve scalability. Noisy profile results for dedup hint at a potential optimization opportunity in the
hash table implementation, and show that enqueueing elements into the compression stage’s work
queue becomes a bottleneck at higher load.
6.4 Conclusion
This chapter introduced load amplification, a technique that allows developers to predict the scal-
ability of their software and, in combination with causal profiling, identify code where optimizations
will improve scalability. Load amplification makes it possible to evaluate software scalability before
deployment, even when it is difficult or impossible to generate realistic load on a system in a test
environment. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach, we presented AMP, an extension to
COZ that implements load amplification. We use AMP to predict the scalability of two applications,
ferret and dedup, and use COZ with AMP to collect load-amplified causal profiles. Developers can
use load-amplified causal profiles to rule out potential optimizations that would only have an effect
at low load, and to identify scalability bottlenecks that appear under high load.
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CHAPTER 7
RELATED WORK
This chapter describes relevant prior work in performance evaluation, debugging, and prediction.
7.1 Performance Evaluation
Mytkowicz et al. observe that environmental sensitivities can degrade program performance by as
much as 300% [62]. While Mytkowicz et al. show that layout can dramatically impact performance,
their proposed solution, experimental setup randomization (the exploration of the space of different
link orders and environment variable sizes), is substantially different.
Experimental setup randomization requires far more runs than STABILIZER, and cannot eliminate
bias as effectively. For example, varying link orders only changes inter-module function placement,
so that a change of a function’s size still affects the placement of all functions after it. STABILIZER
instead randomizes the placement of every function independently. Similarly, varying environment
size changes the base of the process stack, but not the distance between stack frames.
In addition, any unrandomized factor in experimental setup randomization, such as a different
shared library version, could have a dramatic effect on layout. STABILIZER does not require a priori
identification of all factors. Its use of dynamic re-randomization also leads to normally distributed
execution times, enabling the use of parametric hypothesis tests.
Alameldeen and Wood find similar sensitivities in processor simulators, which they also ad-
dress with the addition of non-determinism [3]. Tsafrir, Ouaknine, and Feitelson report dramatic
environmental sensitivities in job scheduling, which they address with a technique they call “input
shaking” [81, 82]. Georges et al. propose rigorous techniques for Java performance evaluation [30].
While prior techniques for performance evaluation require many runs over a wide range of (possibly
unknown) environmental factors, STABILIZER enables efficient and statistically sound performance
evaluation by breaking the dependence between experimental setup and program layout.
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Randomization Implementation
System code stack heap recompilation dynamic re-randomization
ASLR [79, 60] X X X
TRR [88] X X X
ASLP [48] X+ X X X
Address Obfuscation [13] X+ X+ X X X-
Dynamic Offset Randomization [87] X± X X
Bhatkar, Sekar, and DuVarney [14] X+ X+ X X X
DieHard [11] X+ X X
STABILIZER X+ X+ X+ X X X
Table 7.1: Comparison of STABILIZER to prior work in program layout randomization. Prior work in
layout randomization includes varying degrees of support for the randomizations implemented in
STABILIZER. The features supported by each system are indicated with a checkmark. AX- indicates
limited support for the corresponding feature. A X+ under the “Randomization” columns indicate
support for re-randomization, andX± indicates limited support for re-randomization.
7.2 Program Layout Randomization
Nearly all prior work in program randomization has focused on security concerns. Randomizing
the addresses of program elements makes it difficult for attackers to reliably trigger exploits. Table 7.1
gives an overview of prior work in program layout randomization.
7.2.1 Randomization for Security
The earliest implementations of layout randomization, Address Space Layout Randomization
(ASLR) and PaX, relocate the heap, stack, and shared libraries in their entirety [79, 60]. Building
on this work, Transparent Runtime Randomization (TRR) and Address Space Layout permutation
(ASLP) have added support for randomization of code or code elements (like the global offset
table) [88, 48]. Unlike STABILIZER, these systems relocate entire program segments.
Fine-grained randomization has been implemented in a limited form in the Address Obfuscation
and Dynamic Offset Randomization projects, and by Bhatkar, Sekar, and DuVarney [13, 87, 14].
These systems combine coarse-grained randomization at load time with finer granularity randomiza-
tions in some sections. These systems do not re-randomize programs during execution, and do not
apply fine-grained randomization to every program segment. STABILIZER randomizes code and data
at a fine granularity, and re-randomizes during execution.
DieHard uses heap randomization to prevent memory errors [11]. Placing heap objects randomly
makes it unlikely that use after free and out of bounds accesses will corrupt live heap data. DieHarder
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builds on this to provide probabilistic security guarantees [65]. STABILIZER can be configured to use
DieHard as its substrate, although this can lead to substantial overhead.
7.2.2 Predictable Performance
Quicksort is a classic example of using randomization for predictable performance [39]. Random
pivot selection drastically reduces the likelihood of encountering a worst-case input, and converts a
O(n2) algorithm into one that runs with O(n log n) in practice.
Randomization has also been applied to probabilistically analyzable real-time systems. Quin˜ones
et al. show that random cache replacement enables probabilistic worst-case execution time analysis,
while maintaining good performance. This probabilistic analysis is a significant improvement over
conventional hard real-time systems, where analysis of cache behavior relies on complete information.
7.3 Software Profiling
Causal profiling identifies and quantifies optimization opportunities, while most past work on
profilers has focused on collecting detailed (though not necessarily actionable) information with low
overhead.
7.3.1 General-Purpose Profilers
General-purpose profilers are typically implemented using instrumentation, sampling, or both.
Systems based on sampling (including causal profiling) can arbitrarily reduce probe effect, although
sampling must be unbiased [63].
The UNIX prof tool and oprofile both use sampling exclusively [80, 51]. Oprofile can sample
using a variety of hardware performance counters, which can be used to identify cache-hostile
code, poorly predicted branches, and other hardware bottlenecks. Gprof combines instrumentation
and sampling to measure execution time [33]. Gprof produces a call graph profile, which counts
invocations of functions segregated by caller. Cho, Moseley, et al. reduce the overhead of Gprof’s
call-graph profiling by interleaving instrumented and un-instrumented execution [20]. Path profilers
add further detail, counting executions of each path through a procedure, or across procedures [9, 5].
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7.3.2 Parallel Profilers
Past work on parallel profiling has focused on identifying the critical path or bottlenecks, although
optimizing the critical path or removing the bottleneck may not significantly improve program
performance.
7.3.2.1 Critical Path Profiling
IPS uses traces from message-passing programs to identify the critical path, and reports the
amount of time each procedure contributes to the critical path [59]. IPS-2 extends this approach with
limited support for shared memory parallelism [89, 57]. Other critical path profilers rely on languages
with first-class threads and synchronization to identify the critical path [38, 68, 73]. Identifying
the critical path helps developers find code where optimizations will have some impact, but these
approaches to not give developers any information about how much performance gain is possible
before the critical path changes. Hollingsworth and Miller introduce two new metrics to approximate
optimization potential: slack, how much a procedure can be improved before the critical path changes;
and logical zeroing, the reduction in critical path length when a procedure is completely removed [40].
These metrics are similar to the optimization potential measured by a causal profiler, but can only be
computed with a complete program activity graph. Collection of a program activity graph is costly,
and could introduce significant probe effect.
7.3.2.2 Time Attribution Profilers
Time attribution profilers assign “blame” to concurrently executing code based on what other
threads are doing. Quartz introduces the notion of “normalized processor time,” which assigns high
cost to code that runs while a large fraction of other threads are blocked [7]. CPPROFJ extends
this approach to Java programs with aspects [35]. CPPROFJ uses finer categories for time: running,
blocked for a higher-priority thread, waiting on a monitor, and blocked on other events. Tallent and
Mellor-Crummey extend this approach further to support Cilk programs, with an added category for
time spent managing parallelism [74]. The WAIT tool adds fine-grained categorization to identify
bottlenecks in large-scale production Java systems [4]. Unlike causal profiling, these profilers can
only capture interference between threads that directly affects their scheduler state.
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7.3.2.3 Tracing Profilers
Tracing profilers intercept interactions between threads or nodes in a distributed system to
construct a model of parallel performance. Monit and the Berkeley UNIX Distributed Programs
Monitor collect traces of system-level events for later analysis [47, 58]. Aguilera, Mogul et al. use
network-level tracing to identify probable “causal paths” that may be responsible for high latency in
distributed systems of black boxes [2]. AppInsight uses a similar technique to identify sources of
latency in mobile application event handlers [70].
Tracing is only practical in domains where thread interaction is limited. Program threads may
interact not only via synchronization operations but also due to cache coherence protocols, race
conditions, scheduling dependencies, lock-free algorithms, and I/O, all of which causal profiling
implicitly accounts for.
7.3.3 Performance Guidance and Experimentation
Several systems have employed delays to extract information about program execution times.
Mytkowicz et al. use delays to validate the output of profilers on single-threaded Java programs [63].
Snelick, Ja´Ja´ et al. use delays to profile parallel programs [71]. This approach measures the effect
of slowdowns in combination, which requires a complete execution of the program for each of an
exponential number of configurations. Active Dependence Discovery (ADD) introduces performance
perturbations to distributed systems and measures their impact on response time [17]. ADD requires
a complete enumeration of system components, and requires developers to insert performance
perturbations manually. Gunawi, Agrawal et al. use delays to identify causal dependencies between
events in the EMC Centera storage system to analyze Centera’s protocols and policies [34]. Song
and Lu use machine learning to identify performance anti-patterns in source code [72]. Unlike causal
profiling, these approaches do not predict the effect of potential optimizations.
7.4 Scalability and Bottleneck Identification
Several approaches have used hardware performance counters to identify hardware-level per-
formance bottlenecks [56, 18, 23]. Techniques based on binary instrumentation can identify cache
and heap performance issues, contended locks, and other program hotspots [64, 8, 53]. ParaShares
and Harmony identify basic blocks that run during periods with little or no parallelism [45, 44].
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Code identified by these tools is a good candidate for parallelization or classic serial optimizations.
Bottlenecks, a profile analysis tool, uses heuristics to identify bottlenecks using call-tree profiles [6].
Given call-tree profiles for different executions, Bottlenecks can pinpoint which procedures are
responsible for the difference in performance. The FreeLunch profiler and Visual Studio’s contention
profiler identify locks that are responsible for significant thread blocking time [21, 32]. BIS uses
similar techniques to identify highly contended critical sections on asymmetric multiprocessors, and
automatically migrates performance-critical code to faster cores [43]. Bottle graphs present thread
execution time and parallelism in a visual format that highlights program bottlenecks [24]. Unlike
causal profiling, these tools do not predict the performance impact of removing bottlenecks. All these
systems can only identify bottlenecks that arise from explicit thread communication, while causal
profiling can measure parallel performance problems from any source, including cache coherence
protocols, scheduling dependencies, and I/O. Load amplification takes this one step further, enabling
developers to identify bottlenecks that would otherwise only be detected after deployment.
7.4.1 Profiling for Parallelization and Scalability
Several systems have been developed to measure potential parallelism in serial programs [83, 90,
29]. Like causal profiling, these systems identify code that will benefit from developer time. Unlike
causal profiling, these tools are not aimed at diagnosing performance issues in code that has already
been parallelized.
Kulkarni, Pai, and Schuff present general metrics for available parallelism and scalability [49].
The Cilkview scalability analyzer uses performance models for Cilk’s constrained parallelism to
estimate the performance effect of adding additional hardware threads [37].
Causal profiling alone can only detect performance problems that result from poor scaling on the
current hardware platform, while load amplification with AMP allows developers to predict scalability
and pinpoint bottlenecks before deploying their software. Unlike the above systems, which look only
for code where parallelization appears to be possible, COZ and AMP do not tell developers how to
optimize code, just that it would be beneficial if optimizations are possible. Limiting the profiling
to code that can be parallelized may miss important optimization opportunities; in fact, none of the
optimizations we implemented using COZ’s results involved parallelizing serial code.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
Decades of improvements in processor speeds have allowed developers to largely ignore perfor-
mance. Instead of improving their code, they could simply wait for the next generation of processors
to come out and automatically “optimize” their programs. This rapid progress led to incredible
growth in the capabilities and uses for software. Unfortunately, this era has come to an end and
performance is once again a first-class concern. Instead of increasing clock speeds, new processors
gain additional support for parallelism and hardware complexity targeted at improving performance.
The tools and practices for performance analysis and debugging largely come from an era of
simpler hardware and software: techniques for measuring performance do not account for the inherent
unpredictability of performance on modern processors; software profilers do not guide developers
to code where local performance improvements will have a real effect on system performance;
and methods for evaluating software in deployment do not consider the effects of scalability in
deployment.
This dissertation introduces a novel approach to performance analysis and debugging, imple-
mented in three systems: STABILIZER enables both predictable performance in deployment and
statistically sound performance evaluation by controlling performance variability; COZ guides de-
velopers to code where optimizations will have the largest effect; and AMP allows developers to
evaluate system scalability in a testing environment and guides developers to optimizations that will
improve scalability. These systems give developers the information they need to effectively measure,
control, and improve the performance of their software.
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